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1 PREFACE

This text is a collection of 5 reviewed publications, accompanied by 3 chapters describ-
ing the utilized techniques and giving an overview of envisaged applications: Chap. 2
(page 7) is a brief summary about stereoscopic techniques in scanning electron mi-
croscopy. Chap. 3 (page 15) is a review about commercially available RP (rapid pro-
totyping) processes. Special emphasis has been put on collecting available technical
specifications in order to set up system selection charts (see Sec. 3.7).

Chap. 4 (page 47) is mainly a literature review of the use of RP to fabricate cellular
structures for biomedical and opto-electronical applications.

1.1 Contributions of the author

The remaining chapters are reprints of original publications. These publications are
the output of teams which the author has worked with. The individual contributions to
these publications need to be clarified:

• J. Stampfl, O. Kolednik, The separation of the fracture energy in metallic mate-
rials, International Journal of Fracture, 101(4).321-345, 2000
(Chapter 5 on page 59):
The first author has done nearly all measurements presented in this work, parts
of the text were written by him.

• J. Stampfl, R. Leitgeb, Y.-L- Chen, F. Prinz, Electro-discharge machining of
mesoscopic parts with electroplated copper and hot-pressed silver tungsten elec-
trodes, Journal of Micromechanics and Microengineering, 10:1-6, 2000
(Chapter 6 on page 89):
The text was mainly written by J. Stampfl, and he also provided a large fraction
of the experimental data.

• J. Stampfl, H.C. Liu, S.W. Nam, K. Sakamoto, H. Tsuru, S. Kang, A. G. Cooper,
A. Nickel, F. B. Prinz, Rapid prototyping and manufacturing by gelcasting of
metallic and ceramic slurries, Materials Science and Engineering A334:187-
192, 2002
(Chapter 7 on page 101):
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CHAPTER 1. PREFACE

J. Stampfl has done significant parts of the experimental work presented in this
publication. The text was mostly written by him.

• A.Wöß, J. Stampfl, P. Fratzl, Cellular solids beyond the apparent density - an
experimental assessment of mechanical proeprties, Adv. Engng. Mat, 6:134-138,
2004
(Chapter 8 on page 113):
J. Stampfl originated the project whose outcome is presented in this publication.
He contributed parts of the text and of the experimental work.

• J. Stampfl, A. Wöß, S. Seidler, H. Fouad, A. Pisaipan, F. Schwager, R. Liska,
Water soluble, photocurable resins for rapid prototyping applications, Macro-
molecular Symposia, in print 2004
(Chapter 9 on page 123):
The first author contributed the text related to rapid prototyping. The photocur-
able resins developed and described by LISKA and SCHWAGER served as input
for fabricating RP parts. Some of the ideas which serve as basis for this work
were originally developed during projects described in Chapter 7.

1.2 Achievements of the habilitation

The work whose outcome is presented in this habilitation is thematically aligned along
the process chain depicted in Fig. 1.1, with a strong emphasis on using these techniques
for applications in materials science. In early stages of the product development cycle,
a mechanical engineer follows the route sketched in Fig. 1.1: Using 3D-scanning or
CAD-software, a computer model of the desired structure is made. This model serves
as input for a rapid prototyping (RP) system which is able to fabricate a physical part
(3D-shaping). In many cases the RP-machine is not able to directly shape the desired
material. That is why an additional process step (3D-copying) might be necessary in
order to obtain the final part in a more advanced target material. This process chain
is well established in mechanical engineering. The main goal of this habilitation is to
adapt these processes to gain a deeper understanding of advanced materials.

• 3D-scanning: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a commonly used stan-
dard technique in materials science which is used to gain topographical, struc-
tural and chemical information of a wide range of materials. Using stereoscopic
techniques in combination with image processing, a SEM can easily be modified
to gain quantitative information about topography and/or deformation properties
of a specific specimen. In a cooperative effort between materials and computer
scientists, a system was developed which is able to deliver such 3D-information
about (mostly metallic) samples. In Chap. 5 it is shown how such a system can
be utilized in fracture mechanics. The main goal of this work was to measure
fracture energies locally (analyzing the local deformations on the fracture sur-
face) and compare these values with the globally dissipated energy. In Tab. 5.1
on page 75 it is shown, that the globally measured value Wpl,tot corresponds well
with the sum of the local values

∑
Wpl,est.
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Habilitation J. Stampfl

Figure 1.1: Process chain for using 3D-techniques in engineering.

• 3D-shaping: RP is currently mostly used for fabricating physical prototypes in
the product development cycle. In this field, RP is competing with traditional
manufacturing methods like CNC machining. Parameters like shape accuracy
and surface quality are the most critical in these types of applications. Besides
these already traditional approaches for RP, there is a growing number of appli-
cations (for instance in biomedical engineering) where parts with very high ge-
ometric complexity are required. Chap. 8 on page 113 gives an example of such
applications: Cellular structures with defined internal as well as external geome-
try are impossible to fabricate with conventional manufacturing techniques. RP
is a suitable manufacturing technique for such structures, and their investigation
will increase the understanding of functional as well as structural properties of
such material-structures.
Besides increasing shape-complexity, there is a growing demand for parts shaped
on the micro-scale. Chap. 6 on page 89 gives an example of how microscopic
parts can be shaped with lithographic techniques in combination with electro-
plating and hot-pressing. The target applications for such techniques lie mainly
in the field of tooling.

• 3D-copying: Advanced moulding techniques allow the fabrication of prototypes
in a wide variety of different materials. Materials which cannot be shaped di-
rectly by RP are only accessible via moulding. In Chap. 7 on page 101 it is
shown how engineering ceramics like silicon nitride can be shaped using RP. In
this case high-temperature ceramics were required, and the focus of the investi-
gations was on obtaining good mechanical properties as well as excellent shape
accuracy. Chap. 9 on page 123 describes, how water soluble resins can be shaped
with stereolithography. Such water soluble parts can serve as sacrificial moulds
for thermally sensitive materials, which are, for instance, required in biomedical
applications.

3
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2 3D-SCANNING

3D-scanning is a widely used technique in mechanical engineering. Main applications
include geometric quality control and reverse engineering of physical models which
need to be digitzed for further processing of the digital model. 3D-scanning applica-
tions in materials science are usually based on microscopic techniques, and the avail-
able methods for revealing topographical information on the microscopic level can be
grouped in two categories:

• Tactile methods like scanning probe or scanning tunnel microscopy examine
the specimen using a sharp tip. From the behaviour of the tip (tunneling cur-
rent, deflection, ...) the topography of the sample can be reconstructed. Besides
studying the topography, it is also possible to gain information about the mag-
netic and optical properties of the examined surface [2.1]. The big advantage
of scanning probe techniques is their unsurpassed lateral and vertical resolution,
reaching into atomic scales. Problems arise if the surface is very rough or con-
tains undercut regions, since the tip has to reach all regions of interest.

• Non-tactile methods use an optical or electron-optical beam to probe the spec-
imen surface. Among the optical methods confocal scanning microscopy [2.2,
2.3] and white-light-interference microscopy [2.4, 2.5] have found widespread
applications. The lateral resolution for both methods is limited by the utilized
wavelength and can be estimated to be larger than 300 nm. The vertical resolu-
tion limit is around 200 nm for confocal and <10 nm for white light interference
microscopy. SEM systems can also be adapted to analyze topographical infor-
mation, and mainly stereoscopic techniques are used in this context.

The following section is a modified version of the review on stereoscopic SEM-techniques
published in [2.6].

2.1 Stereoscopic electron microscopy

2.1.1 Principle

In conventional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) the information about the topog-
raphy of the specimen is revealed through the variation of shading which is caused

7



3D SCANNING

mainly by the variation of the surface normal relative to the position of the detector
and the incident electron beam. The three-dimensional impression of SEM pictures
gives a qualitative information about the surface topography. In order to get a quantita-
tive topographic information, stereoscopic techniques have been developed [2.7–2.10].
Stereoscopic techniques are based on taking at least two images from different view-
points. Depending on the height of the observed structure (see Fig. 2.1), the projection
of an object point P1 (respectively P2) on the image plane moves a certain distance
during tilting. This distance (parallax) is then a measure for the original height of the
object. The challenge is to identify so called homologue points in the two image pairs.
Homologue points are the projection of the same object point in the two images.

Dx1
∆x2

∆x1

P2

P1

Figure 2.1: Tilting of a specimen causes parallaxes ∆X1 and ∆X2 depending on
the height of the points P1 and P2.

The equipment which was used for the evaluation of stereoscopic image pairs was
initially comparable to systems which were utilized in remote sensing. The fact that
the manual or semi-automatic analysis of these image pairs turned out to be very labor-
intensive, prevented the use of such techniques for investigations on a routine basis.

2.1.2 Image processing

With the development of systems based on image processing, the evaluation of stereo-
images could be automated [2.11–2.14]. With these image processing capabilities,
topographic information for several thousand points per image can be generated.

After taking an initial image at an angle of 0◦ (Fig. 2.2 a), the specimen is tilted by
approximately 10◦ (Fig. 2.2 b) and another image is taken. (The tilt angle is chosen
according to the elevation differences on the surface. The higher the height differences
are in relation to the observed specimen width, the lower the tilt angle should be.) The

8



2.1. STEREOSCOPIC ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

analyzing software marks homologue points in the digital images by matching the gray
values or image features between rectangular sub-regions in the two images. 20,000 to
30,000 homologue points are commonly found in conventional SEM images consisting
of 1,024x768 pixels.

Figure 2.2: After taking two SEM images at a tilt angle of 0◦ (a) and 10◦ (b), ho-
mologue points in each image are marked with a cross. From the parallax between
these points, a digital elevation model (c) of the surface can be calculated.

In Fig. 2.2 it can be seen that a regular grid of points in image (a) is no longer a regular
grid (b) after the object has been tilted. From this deviation (or parallax) between
the two images the topographic information can be calculated. The accuracy of the
digital elevation model depends on the quality of the images, the accuracy of the image
parameters (tilt angle, magnification), and the accuracy of matching algorithm. A test
revealed a matching accuracy of ±0.05 pixels [2.15].

As will be shown in the following section, a detailed information about the three-
dimensional surface topography leads to numerous applications in materials science.

9



3D SCANNING

2.2 3D scanning in fracture mechanics

SEM-stereophotogrammetry is a very suitable method for quantitative analyses of frac-
ture surfaces [2.16, 2.17]. The main advantages compared to other available methods
are the high accuracy at arbitrary magnifications, the high depth of focus of the scan-
ning electron microscope (SEM), and the possibility to find corresponding regions on
both fracture surfaces which is important for many applications.

Local features of the fracture surface can be analyzed using SEM, and the locally
measured data can be correlated to the global crack growth behavior of the specimen.
For instance, from the striation width [2.18] the crack growth rate in fatigue can be
determined; the dimple height of microductile fracture surfaces can be used to estimate
the fracture toughness [2.19, 2.20]. Moreover, different roughness parameters or the
fractal dimension have been determined to quantify the nature of fracture surfaces
[2.16, 2.17, 2.21].

In Sec. 5.6 on page 76 it is shown, how stereoscopic SEM in combination with auto-
mated image processing can be used to measure dissipated fracture energy on a local
level. The principal idea behind this evaluation can be described as follows:

The total plastic energy Wpl,tot dissipated by a fracture mechanics specimen can be
divided into the following components (see Eq. 5.2 on page 64):

Wpl,tot = Wpl,i + Wpl,flat + Wpl,slant + Wpl,lat, (2.1)

where

Wpl,flat = Wpl,sub + Wpl,surf . (2.2)

Wpl,tot, the sum of all local contributions, is obtained as result of the fracture mechanics
test. The experimental data for the local analysis of fracture energies are fracture me-
chanical data on one side and topographical information (obtained from stereoscopic
SEM images) on the other side. Wpl,i is the energy consumed until fracture initiation
and can be obtained from the topography of the fracture surface by analyzing the crack
opening displacement CODi (see Sec. 5.10 on page 86). Wpl,sub, the energy dissipated
under the fracture surface, can be obtained from measuring the crack opening angle
COA (see Sec. 5.6.3 on page 79) and Wpl,surf (the energy required for plastically de-
forming the fracture surface) can be measured from analyzing void maps of the fracture
surface (see Sec. 5.6.2 on page 76). This means that Wpl,flat (the energy stored in mid-
section regions of the fracture specimen) is accessible by analyzing the fracture surface
topography. The remaining local terms in Eq. 2.1 can be obtained from analyzing the
results of the fracture mechanical test in more detail (e.g. by comparing side-grooved
and plain-sided specimens, or by comparing specimens with varying thickness).

In order to obtain reliable results about the local plastic deformations occurring during

10



2.3. ORIENTATION IMAGE MICROSCOPY

fracture, it is always necessary to examine both halves of the fractured sample. The
knowledge about the topography of one specimen half is not enough to measure local
deformations since a “mountain” on one specimen half can be compensated by a “val-
ley” on the other half. In Fig. 5.8 on page 78 two corresponding fracture surfaces are
depicted which serve as basis for evaluating fracture mechanical parameters like the
crack tip opening displacment CTOD.

2.3 Orientation image microscopy

From electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) patterns, the crystal structure and ori-
entation can be deduced [2.22, 2.23]. The accuracy of the orientation measurement
is better than 1◦, and the spatial resolution is given as 0.2 µm. The information about
the local crystal orientation can be used to explore the orientation relationship between
neighboring grains, or between the metal matrix and second phases [2.24].

A technique called the crystallographic fractometry was developed for the investiga-
tion of cleavage fracture surfaces [2.25]: Stereophotogrammetry is used to measure
the orientation of a cleavage plane in space; electron backscatter diffraction yields the
crystallographic orientation of the considered crystal. The combination of the two re-
sults leads to the crystallographic indices of the cleavage plane and the crystallographic
indices of certain directions on the plane [2.25–2.27].

Orientation imaging microscopy (OIM) permits both the automatic positioning of the
electron beam in the SEM and the automatic analysis of the diffraction pattern [2.28,
2.29]. Approximately 3,000 orientation measurements can be analyzed per hour; for
example, 12 hours are necessary for analyzing an area of 200 x 200 µm in steps of
1 µm. Orientation image microscopy (OIM) analyses are applied in [2.30, 2.31] to
measure the crystallographic grain orientation before and after the deformation steps
within the same area where the local strains have been determined. For each grain, the
local in-plane strains and the local rotation angle of the crystal are combined to estimate
the slip systems that are locally active. In addition to the automatic local deformation
measurements, OIM is applied for an effective characterization of the evolution of the
material microstructure at the same deformation stages. The combination yields an
almost complete metal plasticity description of the deformation process.

2.4 References

2.1 R. Wiesendanger. Scanning Probe Microscopy and Spectroscopy. Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge, 1994.

2.2 U. Wendt, H. Blumenauer, and J. Ude. Konfokale Laserrastermikroskopie zur
Fraktometrie von Feinkornbaustählen. In M. Kurz and M. Pohl, editors, Prakt.
Metallogr. Sonderbd, volume 27, pages 185–188, 1995.

2.3 U. Wendt and M. Kästner. Konfokale Laserrastermikroskopie und Topometrie.
In H. Vetters, editor, Rastermikroskopie in der Materialprüfung, Vorträge der 17.
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3 3D-SHAPING

In this section the most commonly used Rapid Prototyping techniques are described.
The goal of this chapter is to give an overview of available processes. The advantages
and drawbacks of the individual systems serve as basis for selecting the appropriate
technique for the application described in Chap. 6 to 9.

A common characteristic of all currently available RP techniques is the fact that they
are based on layered manufacturing: A part model is sliced into manufacturable layers
and by stacking up these layers automatically, a complex shape can be obtained. Most
currently used RP systems are based on additive techniques (see Fig. 3.1). Additive
techniques can further be subdivided regarding the feedstock material (liquid, powders,
sheets) which is used for part deposition. In Fig. 3.1 a taxonomy of widely used RP
techniques is depicted, adapted from classifications made by PHAM [3.1] and KRUTH

[3.2].

3.1 Stereolithography

Stereolithography is historically the first RP technique which was commercially avail-
able. The technique in its current form was independently developed by teams in
France [3.3], USA [3.4, 3.5] and Japan [3.6]. Stereolithography is currently the most
widely used RP technique and has become a standard tool for industrial and medical
prototyping. By solidifying a liquid photosensitive monomer with a laser or UV-light
source a polymeric part is built up layer by layer [3.7, 3.8].

The working principle of the most commonly used systems is depicted in Fig. 3.2: A
building platform is immersed in a tank filled with liquid photosensitive resin. By
using a galvanic mirror system, a laser beam is projected onto selected regions of
the resin-surface. Where the laser hits the resin, the monomer solidifies due to the
photochemically induced reaction. After the laser beam has scanned all regions of the
current layer which need to be solidified, the part is coated with a fresh layer of liquid
resin. This is typically achieved by lowering the part and recoating the surface using a
wiper blade. Commonly used layer thicknesses vary between 0.02 and 0.2 mm.
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Figure 3.1: Classification RP processes after [3.1] and [3.2].

After the new layer of liquid resin has been formed, the above process is repeated until
the part is complete. In order to achieve high build speeds and good surface quality,
SLA machines use special exposure-strategies. Typically, the outer contours of the
region which has to be solidified are exposed in one step (”borders“). In a following
step the inner regions are exposed separately (”hatches“). When all layers have been
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exposed, the part can be taken out of the build-chamber to remove remaining liquid
resin and to prepare the part for necessary post-processing steps. In a first step the
usually uncompletely cured resin is thoroughly finish-cured by flood-exposing the part
with UV light.

In a second step (which is only necessary for parts with higher quality requirements)
the surface of the part is treated to remove the typical stair-steps originating from
the layered manufacturing process. This can be achieved by sanding or grid-blasting
the part. This step can be very time consuming since a smooth surface finish must
be achieved without destroying the geometrical dimensions of the part by removing
too much material. It is also possible to paint the SLA part. The applied paint will
smoothen the surface and yield surfaces with high quality.

Coating system

 laser
Mirror scanning system

Part

Resin

Figure 3.2: Principle of stereolithography.

The key advantages and drawbacks of stereolithography can be summarized as follows:

• SLA is currently the method with the highest geometric resolution and best sur-
face quality.

• Recently developed resins allow the fabrication of parts with mechanical prop-
erties comparable to many engineering polymers.

• In cases where the SLA resins cannot fulfill the required mechanical or optical
properties, the SLA part can be molded with a large number of molding tech-
niques like investment casting or silicone molding.

There are also a number of drawbacks:
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• Since the SLA part is immersed in a liquid resin during the fabrication process,
support structures have to be printed for supporting undercut and island features.
After the part is taken out of the machine, these support structures have to be
removed manually usually leaving a surface finish inferior to unsupported sur-
faces.

• Since the monomer shrinks during polymerization, the build-up of internal stres-
ses, which can lead to warpage later on, is possible. Due to the development
of advanced resins and building-strategies this problem has been minimized in
recent years.

• SLA can only process photopolymers or powder filled photopolymers. This
clearly limits the number of available materials, and certain material groups
(elastomers, metals, ..) can only be made accessible by appropriate molding
techniques.

When SLA is used in combination with secondary molding processes, the SLA man-
ufacturing strategy can be modified in order to achieve optimal results. If invest-
ment casting is chosen as secondary operation, the QuickCast process developed by
3D Systems can help to increase the compatibility between SLA and investment cast-
ing. In order to reduce the necessary resin and to improve the burnout-characteristics
of the SLA part, the QuickCast process produces parts with a solid shell which is filled
by a honeycomb structure inside. Some of the honeycomb walls are missing to help
releasing the uncured resin. The honeycomb-walls fill roughly 15% of the overall part
volume, thus reducing the amount of polymer which has to be burnt out after embed-
ding the SLA part with ceramic slurry.

3.1.1 Stereolithography for microsystems

One of the most intrigueing aspects of stereolithography is its potential to fabricate
parts that are small enough for applications in MEMS (microelectromechanical sys-
tems). The shaping techniques which are currently used for the fabrication of MEMS
[3.9–3.11] can achieve very small feature sizes, but the geometric complexity of the
parts fabricated with these techniques is usually simple.

SLA parts like the one shown in Fig. 3.3 can expand the design space and free the
MEMS engineer from currently existing manufacturing limitations. A fairly large
number of research institutions is working on making SLA accessible for MEMS appli-
cations. The systems developed at these institutions are mainly based on the following
principles [3.12, 3.13]:
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Figure 3.3: Bull fabricated with micro-stereolithography. The size-bar corresponds
to 2 µm, from [3.14].

Figure 3.4: Working principle for RP systems based on digital micro-mirrors.

3.1.1.1 Systems based on pixel arrays (DLP - digital light processing)

Machines based on digital mirror devices (DMD) or dynamic mask generators have
found widespread applications [3.15–3.18]. The common principle of these systems is
depicted in Fig. 3.4: A digital mirror device or a dynamic LCD mask is illuminated by
a non-coherent light beam. The pixels of the dynamic mask can be turned on and off
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individually and by projecting the image of the mask onto a photo-sensitive resin one
layer of the part that is to be fabricated is generated. After applying a next layer, this
process is repeated until the part is complete.

This technique is interesting due to technical and economical reasons. By using com-
mercially available dynamic masks (which are used in video projection systems) in-
stead of an expensive laser the system costs can be kept low. These systems are also
technically appealing since they can shape a complete layer with one exposure, using
the parallel arrangement of individually accessible pixels on the array. Currently used
systems have achieved resolutions in the xy-plane down to 5 µm with a minimum layer
thickness of 10 µm.

The drawback of this method is the fact that currently available dynamic masks cannot
operate at the short wavelengths which are used for conventional stereolithography.
That means that new resins, especially developed for these processes, need to be uti-
lized. Recently developed dynamic masks [3.19] can operate at shorter wavelengths,
but these systems are not commercially available. Another drawback is the fact that the
dynamic masks operate with a fixed number of pixels (e.g. 1280x1024). This means
that a higher feature resolution automatically means a smaller build volume.

Example parts which were made using SLA systems based on dynamic masks are
shown in Fig. 3.5. This type of system was used for the fabrication of parts presented
in Chap. 9.

5 m m

Figure 3.5: Parts fabricated with DLP (SLA systems using dynamical masks). The
SEM-images on the left show the master pattern for a mold insert. The photographs
on the right show a cellular solid
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3.1.1.2 Miniaturized SLA systems

Several research groups [3.20–3.23] have modified the conventional, vector based SLA
process in order to achieve significantly smaller feature sizes than commercially avail-
able SLA systems. 3D Systems also offers a system with reduced spot size (Viper si2,
minimum spot size 0.075 mm) which is used for fabricating miniaturized parts.

The goal of these modifications is to reduce the beam diameter as far as possible in
order to achieve small feature sizes. Furthermore the repeatability of the beam posi-
tioning system must be improved. Systems which use galvanometric mirrors have to
fight a problem which is illustrated in Fig. 3.6: Since the focal length of the optical
system in an SLA machine is constant, but the distance from the resin surface to the
center of the galvanometric scanner is variable, the minimum waist of the laser beam is
not always on the resin surface, thus limiting the overall feature resolution. An alterna-
tive to galvanometric scanning systems is the use of a fixed laser beam in combination
with an xy-platform. This can improve the resolution, but will increase the necessary
build time since the movement of the building platform cannot be as fast as a scanning
laser beam.

A reduced spot size will increase the necessary build-time since the smaller spot has to
make more scans to cover a certain area. It can therefore be expected that for practical
purposes the spot size will remain in the range of several tens of microns.

Resin surface

Scanning mirror

Laser beam

Circle of minimum 
waist

Figure 3.6: The minimum waist of the incident laser beam deflected by a galvano-
metric mirror intersects the flat resin surface only at certain postions, after [3.7].
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travel
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Figure 3.7: Principal setup for a two-photon system using femtosecond laser pulses,
after [3.24].

3.1.1.3 Two-photon processes

By using two-photon processes [3.14, 3.25, 3.26] the feature resolution can be en-
hanced significantly compared to the two above mentioned processes. Currently, two
different setups are used for two-photon-lithography: One approach uses two crossing
laser beams. Specially developed resins can only harden in the region where these
two beams overlap [3.14]. The second approach [3.24, 3.27] uses highly focused fem-
tosecond laser-pulses . Only in the center of the focus the intensity is high enough to
trigger two-photon absorption. By using this approach (see Fig. 3.7) an object can be
fabricated by scanning the resin from the top according to the outline of the object.
The object is built layer by layer by moving the resin along the z-axis after one x-y-
layer has been finished. Two-photon-processes therefore need no recoating system,
simplifying the task of fabricating very thin layers (around 1 µm or even below) (see
Fig. 3.8).

In conventional SLA, based on one-photon-induced photochemical reactions, the liq-
uid resin hardens wherever it is exposed to light (and even slightly beyond the exposed
regions). The number of polymer molecules, which are formed due to this reaction,
is proportional to the number of incoming photons. By using a two-photon process,
the probability that a polymer molecule is formed can be made non-linearly depen-
dent on the intensity of the incoming laser beams. The first photon excites the resin-
molecules to an intermediate, short living state A∗, the second photon further excites
the molecules from A∗ to A∗∗ from where the photochemical reaction can take place
and the polymer-chains are formed. The probability of a photochemical reaction de-
pends on the product of the intensity of the two laser beams (respectively the square of
the light intensity if only one laser is used). Since the laser intensity usually varies ac-
cording to a Gaussian curve across the diameter of the beam, this means that a polymer
is most likely formed in the center of the intersection-volume. The feature resolution
can therefore be made smaller than the minimum spot size of the laser beams, leading
to parts with exceptionally high geometric resolution (see Fig. 3.3).

The main problem with this approach is the small build speed. Since every voxel has
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Figure 3.8: Cellular structure (top) and dragon (bottom) fabricated by two-photon
stereolithography [3.24].

to be exposed sequentially, the build time (assuming cubic voxels with side length d)
for a constant volume goes up with 1

d3 . For systems based on crossing laser beams,
the maximum build size is limited since at least one of the two orthogonal laser beams
has to pass liquid resin to get to the intersection site. The resin has to absorb a certain
fraction of the incoming light,and if the laser has to travel a long distance through a
highly absorbing medium, the intensity at the intersecting site will be too low to start
the photochemical reaction. Systems based on one laser [3.24] avoid this problem
since they use resins [3.28] which are transparent for the incoming light, and only
absorb energy at the doubled laser frequency.

3.1.2 Materials for stereolithography

There is a large number of SLA resins available commercially (see Tab. 3.1). Most
of these materials are based on epoxy chemistry and depending on the individual re-
quirements (toughness, strength, temperature resistance, colour, ...) each manufacturer
offers a number of different materials. Vantico is marketing a resin which can change
its colour from transparent to red if the laser intensity exceeds a certain threshold,
therefore allowing to color certain regions inside the SLA part.

Except Envisiontec all manufacturers in Tab. 3.1 are selling resins which can be used
in machines compatible with the UV-laser based systems from 3D Systems. DMEC
is only active on the Japanese market, they are also selling a filled resin which can be
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used for tooling applications.

The commercially available SLA resins are mainly used for fabricating polymeric
parts. Materials developed by research institutions are also used for fabricating metal-
lic or ceramic parts. This can be achieved by mixing metallic or ceramic powder into
the resin [3.20, 3.30–3.32]. Applications where such structures are required include for
instance photonic crystals [3.29], where heavily undercut parts need to be fabricated
(see Fig. 3.9).

Figure 3.9: Photonic crystal (a) made by stereolitography using a powder filled (b,
c) resin. (d)-(f) show the shape of the crystal along different optical axes. This
anisotropy defines the optical properties of the structure [3.29].

For these applications a conventional SLA machine can be used which uses filled resins
instead of unfilled commercial resins. After solidifying defined regions with the laser
the remaining resin can be washed off and a green part is obtained which can be further
processed by debinding and sintering. Ceramic resins have also been developed for
systems using digital mirror devices [3.16, 3.33]. The challenge when using powder
filled resins is to achieve a high solid loading and at the same time a good surface
quality (the powder particles might scatter the incoming light, thus reducing the feature
resolution).

Besides resins filled with metallic or ceramic particles, it is also possible to process
resins with elastomeric properties on SLA machines [3.34]. Interesting results have
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Tab. 3.1. Material suppliers for stereolithography resins.

Supplier URL Type of material
Vantico www.vantico.com epoxy resins, two color resins
RPC www.rpc.ch epoxy and acrylate
DSM Somos www.dsmsomos.com epoxy
D-MEC www.d-mec.co.jp epoxy, filled epoxy
Envisiontec www.envisiontec.de acrylate resin

also been achieved by shaping liquid crystals using stereolithography [3.35]. When
exposing the nematic liquid crystal to a moderate magnetic field (0.5 - 1 Tesla), it
is possible to orient the crystals during photopolymerization. The orientation of the
magnetic field can change from layer to layer, yielding a defined anisotropy in the final
part. By this way materials with unusual thermo-mechanical properties can be tailored.
It is possible to achieve unusually high glass transition temperatures in excess of 300 ◦C
as well as polymeric structures with no thermal expansion in the x-y-plane [3.36, 3.37].

3.1.3 Objet Quadra

An interesting variant to the conventional SLA approach has been developed and com-
mercialized by Objet (Isreal) under the name Quadra. This system is based on an
UV-curable resin, which is dispensed by an inkjet-printer head with more than 1500
nozzles. The resin is printed on selected regions. After one layer has been dispensed,
the liquid resin is flush exposed by an UV lamp and forms a solidified layer. The
process is repeated by printing a successive layer of resin.

Since the part is not embedded in liquid resin during the fabrication process, this sys-
tem uses a second material for fabricating support structures. The support material is
UV-curable, too, but it is very soft and can be removed mechanically after the part is
taken out of the machine.

According to Quadra, this system can build parts as large as 270x300x200 mm3 with a
x-resolution of 0.08 mm, a y-resolution of 0.04 mm and a layer thickness of 0.02 mm.
According to early user-tests the Quadra system can deliver parts with excellent surface
quality, but due to the shrinkage of the resin during curing thicker parts tend to warp.

3.2 Selective Laser Sintering (SLS)

SLS was among the first RP processes which were made available commercially. DTM
(now part of 3D Systems) was founded in 1987 and after operating as service bureau for
several years, the first SLS systems were sold in 1992. EOS (Germany) was founded
in 1989 and sold their first system in 1990.

The principle of the SLS process is depicted in Fig. 3.10. Using a galvanometric mirror
system, a laser beam is scanned over a powder bed. Where the beam hits the powder
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surface, the particles are thermally bonded together, therefore forming a solid object.
After one layer has been scanned by the laser, the part is lowered and a next powder
layer is spread over the powder bed. The process is repeated until the part is complete.
The part can be removed from the powder bed with the unsintered powder (which can
be reused for the next process cycle) and the part is ready for secondary processes.

Powder delivery Build platform

Laser Mirror scanning system

Figure 3.10: Working principle for selective laser sintering.

Figure 3.11: Parts made on an SLS machine.

A broad variety of materials is available for SLS, including polymers, metals and ce-
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Tab. 3.2. Materials for selective laser sintering (3D Systems).

Material Duraform PA GF ST 100 Castform PS

Property Units
Tensile strength MPa 44 38 510 3
Tensile modulus MPA 1600 5910 1600
Young’s modulus GPa 137
Elongation % 9 2 10
remark Polyamide glass filled bronze wax infiltrated

Polyamide infiltrated Polystyrene
stainless

steel

Tab. 3.3. Strength values for tensile test samples with different orientation.

Sample Elastic modulus Tensile strength
MPa MPa

x 1 630 35
x 2 730 30
y 1 235 9
y 2 530 19
z 1 144 2
z 2 361 5

ramics. The simplest approach is to fuse low-melting polymeric powders with an in-
frared laser (usually a CO2 laser with a power range betwen 20 and 100 W). Available
polymeric materials (see e.g. Tab. 3.2) include polyamide, elastomeric materials and
polystyrene (which can be used for investment casting). Since SLS can process con-
ventional thermoplastic materials, SLS-parts can be used as functional prototypes with
mechanical properties that are comparable to injection molded parts. A polymeric SLS
part is shown in Fig. 3.11. The surface finish of SLS parts is mainly delimited by the
size of the used powders (usually in the range of 50 µm). Typical surface roughness
values Ra are around 10 µm.

When fabricating polymeric SLS parts care has to be taken to use appropriate pro-
cessing parameters. In Tab. 3.3 parts made by an RP service bureau have been tested
for their tensile strength and elastic modulus in different directions. According to the
data sheet, a strength of 40 MPa was to be expected. The measured data, especially in
z-direction, is significantly different from this value. The probable reason for this is
an inappropriate machine setup with too thick layers and/or too high scan speed. This
example clearly indicates the permanent need for quality control when RP is used to
fabricate functional parts. This issue had to be considered for testing the mechanical
properties of cellular solids presented in Chap. 8.

For the fabrication of metallic SLS-parts, there are currently two approaches in use:
The direct approach [3.38] [3.39] where metallic particles are directly fused together.
This approach is described in more detail in the following section.
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The indirect approach [3.40–3.42] uses polymer-coated metal powder. The Vanguard
machines sold by 3D-Systems are based on this type of process. The laser beam is
strong enough to partially melt the polymeric skin of the metal powder. The liquid
polymer sinters the particles together. The process delivers a so-called green part which
needs further processing to obtain a dense metallic part. After thermally removing the
polymer binder, the part can either be infiltrated with a low melting metal or it can be
sintered to full density. In both cases (especially during sintering) the dimensions of the
part will change, and this change has to be compensated by adjusting the CAD-models
which serve as input for the machine.

Direct laser sintering of metals Several research groups [3.43, 3.44] as well as com-
mercial suppliers (EOS, Optomec) are using direct laser sintering to fabricate dense
metallic parts. Since the melting point of most metals is far above the melting point of
polymers, this direct SLS approach is based on lasers with significantly higher power
(several hundred W to several kW). Materials which have been processed with this
approach include steels [3.45, 3.46], bronze-steel or copper-steel compound materials,
titanium alloys [3.47, 3.48] and even refractory metals.

This direct approach is appealing because it allows the direct fabrication of complex,
functional metallic parts. The process is material-saving since the non-sintered powder
can usually be reused. When feeding different materials into the laser beam, it is
even possible to fabricate composite or gradient materials [3.49]. The main markets
which are targeted by this approach are the fabrication of tooling inserts and Rapid
Manufacturing of small series parts for the aerospace industry (load bearing parts, gas
turbine components, ...).

The parts made by direct laser sintering can either be used as fabricated or they can be
post-processed with various finishing techniques like machining or electro discharge
machining. Secondary processes cause additional fabrication time and increased cost,
but they help to improve the accuracy of the parts and the surface finish. The part in
Fig. 3.12 is as manufactured.

Figure 3.12: Steel parts made by direct laser sintering (EOS GmbH).

In [3.50, 3.51] it is shown, how laser sintering can be used to deposit several materials
in one part. By using sacrificial materials (which can be etched if they are made of bulk
material or blown out if they are in powder form) it is possible to generate internal
channels, which can for example serve as conformal cooling channels when used in
mold inserts.

One challenge which has to be overcome when using direct laser sintering is to com-
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pensate for the distortion that can be caused when the liquified metal shrinks during
solidification. This problem occurs not only in direct laser sintering but also in other
RP processes where the build material undergoes a phase transformation while the part
is fabricated (e.g. SLA resin changes its volume during photocuring). The problem is
illustrated in Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 3.14. Metal powder is deposited on a previously shaped
layer and molten by the laser beam. During the solidification process the liquid metal
attaches to the underneath layer and starts to solidify. This phase transformation causes
the metal to shrink, introducing compressive stresses in the previously built layer and
tensile stresses in the current layer. If these stresses become to large, the metal can be
deformed plastically, leading to a christmas-tree like structure shown in Fig. 3.14.

Figure 3.13: Origin of christmas tree steps [3.51].

Figure 3.14: Metal part showing christmas tree steps [3.51].

A second issue that has to be considered is the rapid cooling rate which the molten
material is undergoing during the build-process. In many cases this rapid solidification
will lead to hard but brittle materials. Due to these two reasons special processing
conditions and materials have to be used to fabricate useful metal parts with direct
laser sintering.
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(a)

(b) (d)

(c)

Figure 3.15: Build process for a part made by ZCorps 3D printing process.

3.3 3D Printing

3D printing is a process which was originally developed at MIT [3.52, 3.53] and was
first commercialized by zCorp. It is based on selectively bonding powder particles
by infiltrating them with a polymeric binder which is printed using inkjet-technology.
The working principle is depicted in Fig. 3.15: In a first step the printer spreads pow-
der from the feed box onto the build platform Fig. 3.15 (a),(b). When the build plat-
form is completely coated with a layer of fresh powder (Fig. 3.15 (c)) the inkjet head
(equipped with 120-1200 nozzles) starts to print a 2D-pattern onto the loose powder,
see Fig. 3.15 (d). As “ink” a polymeric binder is used which bonds the loose powder
particles. When the printing process is complete, the next powder layer is deposited
onto the build platform and the process is repeated until all layers are built. A fairly
large number of materials can be processed with 3D printing. Commercial suppliers
offer starch- and mineral-based powders as well as metallic and ceramic powders.

Inkjet printing

Besides the already commercialized 3D-printing process, science-oriented projects are
relying on inkjet printing for the deposition of functional and structural arrays with
arbitrary geometry. One advantage of this process is the minimal consumption of ma-
terials. Droplets are only deposited where material is required. This is especially
important where opto-electronic [3.54] or biomedical [3.55] applications are targeted.
Inkjet printing allows the processing of many liquids, as long as the viscosity is low
enough to allow the formation of sufficiently small droplets [3.56].

Systems currently in development can deposit droplets in the range of 10-20 pico-liter
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with an x-y-placement error around 5 µm [3.57], and by using several print-heads it is
possible to deposit multiple materials in each layer. Most of the currently investigated
applications still operate with one or very few layers, for instance to fabricate DNA
micro-arrays for cell sorting, protein deposition or drug delivery.

Figure 3.16: Molds for metal casting made by the 3DP Direct Metal Casting process
[3.58].

3.4 Systems based on the deposition of thermoplastics

3.4.1 Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM)

FDM is a process based on the extrusion of liquified thermoplastic polymers. A thread
made of this thermoplastic material is fed through a heated nozzle where it is heated
slightly (0.5◦) beyond the melting point of the material. The nozzle moves in x-y
direction and extrudes the material onto the base where it is fused with the underlying
material (see Fig. 3.17).

In order to be able to build parts with overhangs, systems based on FDM need to work
with a second nozzle which extrudes a support material onto which the overhanging
part material can be extruded. This support material can either be removed mechani-
cally or by dissolution in water (if water soluble wax is used as support). Currently
FDM systems are commercially offered by Stratasys. Stratasys is also offering a water
soluble support material (Water Works) which significantly simplifies the task of re-
moving the support structure compared to the traditional support materials which had
to be removed mechanically.

Stratasys offers a range of systems which mainly differ in the build speed and the
achievable build volume. One of the main advantages of FDM is the large range of
available materials. Since many thermoplastics can be used, parts made by FDM not
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Support 
Material

Figure 3.17: Working principle of fused deposition modeling, after [3.59].

only serve as visual aids, but they can also be used as functional parts for the evaluation
prototypes which later on will be mass-manufactured by plastic injection molding.

Currently Staratsys offers build materials out of investment casting wax, acrylonitrile
butadiene styrene (ABS), polycarbonate and an elastomer. The build and support ma-
terial are stored as filament (diameter 1.7 mm) on a spool and a drive block feeds the
filament into the heating chamber where it is brought to the appropriate temperature.
The extrusion is achieved by a tip which reduces the diameter of the filament before it
is deposited onto the build platform.

FDM was one of the first RP technologies that were offered commercially. The main
drawback of these systems is the fact that they use only one nozzle to deposit material.
In order to keep the build time reasonably low, the diameter of the filament cannot be
too small, therefore the accuracy and surface smoothness achieved by FDM is some-
what lower than that of competing technologies. Especially droplet-based processes
which can use large number of parallel nozzles are becoming a strong competition for
FDM.

3.4.2 ModelMaker Series

The Model Maker series of RP machines was developed in the early 1990s by Sanders
Prototype (now Solidscape Inc.) and is based on inkjetting wax droplets on a build
platform. The system uses two nozzles, one dispenses the build material, the other
one the support material, which later on is washed away by using a special solvent
(Bioact). The system can produce very accurate parts by jetting tiny wax-droplets. In
order to keep the thickness of the individual layers within tight tolerances, each layer
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is machines flat after completion of the deposition process.

Parts made by the Model Maker process are mainly used as patterns for investment
casting. Due to the high accuracy and good surface finish of these parts, the jewelery
and medical industry are making large use of these systems. The Model Maker is
mainly useful for the fabrication of small, intricate parts since the build time for larger
structures becomes inhibiting high.

3.4.3 MultiJet Modeling

Multi-Jet-Modeling is an RP technique developed and commercialized by 3D-Systems.
The principle of these machines is based on inkjetting molten wax droplets onto the
build plattform through a large number of nozzles (around 300). The wax solidifies
after being printed onto the build platform, and by turning on and off the nozzles
individually the part can be printed.

The key advantages of these systems is the fact that they can be used in an office
environment and that their build speed is quite high (due to the use of a large number
of deposition nozzles).

3D-Systems currently offers two different build materials. One is used for the fabrica-
tion of patterns for investment casting (where the focus is put on a good surface finish),
the other can be used for printing parts which are used as visual aids or concept models
and which need a higher strength than the wax parts for investment casting.

3.5 CNC Machining, Shape deposition Manufacturing

Computer numerical control (CNC) machining is the basis for many near-net and
net-shape manufacturing processes. Its advantages are the high accuracy that can be
achieved as well as the large number of engineering materials which can be shaped by
machining. CNC based techniques are used for a number of RP-processes, and several
manufacturers offer RP machines using CNC-methods.

The main disadvantage of CNC machining is the complex process which is necessary
to generate appropriate code for the CNC-path generation. The conventional CNC-
code generation for a part with complex geometry can be a time-consuming task which
has to be done by an experienced engineer. To simplify this task, several strategies
have been developed which can help to make CNC based techniques useful for RP
applications [3.60]

Shape Deposition Manufacturing

Shape Deposition Manufacturing is a process developed at Stanford University [3.39,
3.50, 3.61]. It is based on combining additive and subtractive manufacturing tech-
niques using CNC-milling as shaping process. Several variants have been developed,
depending on the desired target material. By using additive and subtractive processes
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at the same time, it is possible to separate the shaping process from the deposition
process. Whereas in most other RP processes the part accuracy is limited by the de-
position process (which determines the layer thickness), SDM shapes the deposited
material later on, thus improving surface finish and tolerance range of the final part.

Since it is possible to use different deposition techniques which do not necessarily
need to be very accurate regarding the quality of the deposition patterns, it is possible
to use a broad spectrum of materials. These materials include metals (deposited by
plasma spraying or laser deposition [3.39]), thermosetting polymers, waxes and ce-
ramics [3.61, 3.62]. It is also possible to embed sensors into these structures [3.63]. In
Chap. 6 it is shown, how Mold SDM can be used to fabricate complex ceramic parts.

(b)(a)

Water soluble support material

Wax

Final part material

Figure 3.18: Mold SDM.

77 55

33

22

Part Part compacts
Support structure

compacts

Figure 3.19: Decomposing a part into compacts [3.50].

For the fabrication of polymeric and ceramic components, a variant of SDM called
Mold SDM has been developed. The process scheme for Mold SDM is depicted in
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Fig. 3.18: The part and the surrounding mold have to be decomposed into manu-
facturable compacts (see Fig. 3.19). Each compact must have a geometry which is
machinable. The thickness (in contrast to other layer-based RP processes) is not nec-
essarily constant. After the part decomposition is complete, the CNC-code for each
compact is generated and the mold, including the sprue and runner system, is manufac-
tured (Fig. 3.18 (1)-(4)) using two different materials. A mold material and a sacrificial
(water soluble) material. The sacrificial material has the same shape as the final part
and serves as support structure for the mold material. The mold material is typically
a low-melting wax and the sacrificial material is either a UV-curable resin or a water
soluble wax.

All materials need to be machinable and whenever one compact has been finished, the
liquid material for the next compact is deposited using a simple dispensing system.
The material then solidifies either by UV-curing or by cooling down below the melting
temperature.

After all compacts have been machined Fig. 3.18 (4) the sacrificial material is dis-
solved in water in order to obtain the final mold in Fig. 3.18 (5). After casting the
target material (Fig. 3.18 (6)) the mold can be removed by melting off the wax material
(Fig. 3.18 (7)). By using various room-temperature molding processes, the mold can
be filled with polymeric resins or powder filled (ceramic and metallic) slurries.

Figure 3.20: Ceramic gas turbine made by Mold SDM. The picture on the left shows
the sacrificial turbine-compact after milling. The picture on the right is the ceramic
turbine in the green state. The diameter of the turbine is 12 mm.

A ceramic sample part which has been manufactured by this route is shown in Fig. 3.20.
The picture on the left shows the turbine out of sacrificial water soluble material during
shaping, and the picture on the right the final ceramic part after melting off the mold.

Compared to other RP processes Mold SDM has several advantages: The accuracy as
well as the surface finish are very good due to the use of CNC machining for shaping
the compacts. Since the final part is cast in one step, there exist no bonding-problems
between neighbouring layers. Especially in the case of brittle materials like ceram-
ics this is of advantage. The main drawback is the larger amount of work which is
necessary to decompose the part into compacts and to generate the cutting files.
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3.6 Laminated Object Manufacturing (LOM)

LOM (see Fig. 3.21) is an RP technique which manufactures three-dimensional models
by stacking individually sheets of paper (or composites, respectively). Before stacking,
the individual layers are cut out of a roll of paper, coated with an appropriate adhesive.
The roll of paper is guided over the build platform, and a laser beam cuts out the
contours of the desired layer. Regions of the paper which are not part of the 3D-
structure are cross-hatched in order to be removed later on. After one layer has been
completed, the build platform is lowered and the paper roll advances. These steps are
repeated until the part is complete.

Figure 3.21: Working principle of layered object manufacturing, after [3.59].

Since LOM is a combination of additive and subtractive processes, it can be used for
the fabrication of large parts (the laser has only to cut out the contours of each layer,
which increases the build speed compared to other RP techniques).

The main drawback is the labor-intensive post-processing. The cross-hatched, unnec-
essary paper has to be removed manually, which can be a time-consuming task. Since
the strength of LOM-parts is somehow limited, they are frequently used as lost patterns
for secondary processes (e.g. investment casting, sand casting, ...).

A typical processing sequence for a LOM part is shown in Fig. 3.22 [3.64]: The part
comes out of the machine as a block (a) which includes the cross-hatched support
material as well as the part material. First, the support-base layer, onto which the first
paper-layers are laminated, has to be removed (b). In a next step (c) the outer support
wall has to be removed.
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(a) (b)

(d)(c)

(e)

Figure 3.22: Processing sequence for a LOM part [3.64].

3.7 System selection

The following tables and charts summarize the most relevant system parameters for
commonly used RP systems. They should help to compare the individual advantages
and drawbacks when selecting a system for a specific application.

In Fig. 3.23 the tolerance range versus surface roughness RMS are depicted for selected
RP systems together with RP related secondary molding processes. The tolerance
range is given for a part with dimensions around 25 mm.

It can be seen that most molding processes (except sand casting) exhibit a very good
surface finish, this means the surface of the master pattern which is molded, is repli-
cated with high accuracy. Due to the internal stresses that arise during most molding
processes, the molded parts can warp and the tolerance range suffers. These stresses
can either be caused due to changes in temperature (solidification of molten material
in plastic injection molding or in metal-castings) or by chemical reactions that cause a
volume change of the molded material (electroplating and silicone molding).
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Figure 3.23: Tolerance range t versus surface roughness RMS for selected RP-
related processes, modified after [3.65]. The tolerance range is given for parts with
dimensions around 25 mm.

From Fig. 3.23 it also becomes obvious why RP is still struggling to become a stan-
dard process for tooling applications whereas prototypes for investment casting are
already made on a routine basis using RP: The injection molding process replicates
the tool surface with significantly higher precision than investment casting. The most
commonly used RP processes can generate patterns with a smooth enough surface for
investment casting. For a high quality injection molding tool the surface quality should
roughly be one order of magnitude better than currently possible. This means that ex-
tensive post-treatment of RP patterns is necessary to make them suitable for tooling
applications. The tool insert must also meet tight tolerances along the parting line to
avoid flashing .

For estimating the cost of printing a part with a certain height, the build speed versus
system cost of various RP systems is depicted in Fig. 3.24.

Rapid manufacturing versus traditional manufacturing processes

One of the most appealing aspects of RP is the fact that arbitrary shapes can be built
without tooling.

When the decision has to be made between traditional manufacturing processes (in
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Figure 3.24: Build speed versus system cost for selected RP systems.

many cases injection molding) and rapid manufacturing (RM), several issues have to
be considered:

• How important is the lead-time? The faster the final part has to be delivered and
the more likely frequent design changes will occur, the more appealing is the use
of rapid manufacturing.

• How large is the part? The build time and the material cost of an RP part is
heavily depending on the part volume. There is only a weak dependence between
cycle time and part volume in conventional processes like injection molding.
Furthermore materials for mass fabrication are significantly cheaper (e.g. around
e 2 per kg for injection molding feedstock compared to e 200 per kg for RP
material) than materials for RM.

• How important is the surface quality? Traditional, tooling based manufacturing
processes can deliver very accurate parts with high surface finish, as long as
the tool is accurate enough and has an appropriate surface. This means that
eventually necessary post-treatment needs only to be done once (on the tool). In
the case of RM, each part has to be post-treated individually. This means that
RM is economically only feasible if no or very little post-treatment is required.
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• Is the required material available for RP? The number of available RP materials
is steadily increasing. Nevertheless a much larger number of various materials is
available for traditional manufacturing processes, and not all of their properties
can be mimicked by RP materials.

Overall, it has to be decided wether RP can (1) fulfill the required technical require-
ments (material, surface quality, accuracy, ..) and (2) if there is an economic advantage
when using RM instead of traditional processes. The previous sections can help to
decide whether the RM project is feasible technically. For the economic aspect an
approach used in [3.65] can be utilized. Using the following equations, charts like
the one depicted in Fig. 3.25 can be calculated. These charts help to decide, which
minimum batch size is required to make traditional mass manufacturing methods more
economical than RM.
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Figure 3.25: Cost per part versus batch size for parts made by injection molding and
RP.

In this resource-based approach the cost C for a part of mass m is made up of the cost
for material Cm (e /kg), tooling Ct (e ) and the gross overhead ĊL,gross (e /hr).

Material Tooling Gross overhead/unit

C =[mCm] +
1

n
[Ct] +

1

ṅ
[ĊL,gross], (3.1)

where ṅ, the batch rate, is the number of parts produced per hour .

In more detail, the gross overhead rate can be broken down to the basic overhead rate
ĊL0

which includes for instance cost for labor, the capital write-off and the cost for
energy and space:
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Tab. 3.4. Resources used in production, after [3.65].

Resource Symbol Unit
Materials incl. consumables CM e /kg
Capital cost of equipment CC e

load factor L
write-off time tc yr
cost of tooling Ct e

Time overhead rate ĊL e /hr
Energy power Ṗ kW

cost of energy Ce e /kWh
Space area A m2

cost of area Ċs e /m2h

Time Capital Energy Space

ĊL,gross =ĊL0
+

Cc

L tc
+ ṖCe + A Cs. (3.2)

For used abbreviations see Tab. 3.4. This cost model is only a simplified approach to
estimate the cost for using a certain process. The cost contributors in Eq. 3.1 and 3.2
could be further broken down in order to describe costs caused by royalty payments,
costs for waste disposal, for administration, and so on.

Regarding RP and RM, the most dominant cost factors are capital cost (determined by
equipment prices and build speed), material cost and cost for labor (especially impor-
tant if post-processing of RP parts is necessary).
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4 RP OF CELLULAR SOLIDS

Cellular solids form the basis of many structural as well as functional materials. Ap-
plications in engineering include packaging, lightweight-structures [4.1, 4.2] and pho-
tonic crystals. Cellular materials are also common in nature [4.3] where their properties
are evolutionary tailored according to the natural environment. The molecular build-
ing blocks of these biological cellular solids are usually very simple, but by arranging
these building blocks on multiple hierarchies, extremely complex and mechanically
efficient materials-structures can be obtained.

Cellular solids typically exhibit very complex geometries with severe undercuts. Cur-
rently, cellular solids for engineering applications are obtained by foaming a liquid
with a gaseous foaming agent. After the liquid has solidified, a solid cellular material
with usually random cell distribution is obtained. In contrast to these foaming tech-
niques, RP offers the possibilty to define and fabricate cellular structures with defined
internal and external geometry. Furthermore, recently developed techniques enable the
fabrication of complex structures with very small feature resolution. Microstereolitho-
graphy for instance enables the user to fabricate parts with feature resolutions in the
range of 5-10 µm [4.4, 4.5]. Another order of magnitude in resolution can be gained
by using two-photon lithography [4.6–4.9] (see also Sec. 3.1.1.3).

It can be expected that these techniques will have significant impact in the develop-
ment of materials for optoelectronic and biomedical applications. The following two
sections will give a short overview of the state of the art in this field.

4.1 Cellular structures for photonic crystals

Photonic crystals [4.10, 4.11] are a class of materials with exceptional optical prop-
erties that make them interesting as base materials for applications in telecommuni-
cation and optical computing. The geometrical basis of these materials is a periodic
(two- or three-dimensional) lattice whose lattice constant is in the order of the wave-
length of the incident light. The geometry of the utilized lattices can be very com-
plex, a fact which makes RP an interesting manufacturing technique for such materials.
Stereolithography has been used to fabricate ceramic photonic crystals for microwave-
applications [4.12]. For shorter wavelengths, where even smaller features are required,
two-photon lithography will be an [4.7] option. Alternatively, techniques like Robo-
casting have also been investigated [4.13].
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4.2 Cellular materials for biomedical applications

Many biological materials (e.g. wood, cork, bone,...) are cellular, since cellular ar-
chitectures offer the possibility to optimize the properties (stiffness, density, strength,
..) of a structure according to the environmental conditions. By using Rapid Prototyp-
ing it is possible to fabricate cellular materials on a similar size scale like in natural
material-structures. By using appropriate moulding techniques, these structures can
be fabricated out of a wide variety of materials (polymers, ceramics [4.2, 4.14–4.16],
composites) which are compatible with requirements in biomaterials science [4.17].
Cellular materials for biomedical applications offer several advantages compared to
bulk biomaterials:

• By tuning the porosity of the material, the stiffness of the cellular structure can
be tailored to match the stiffness of the surounding tissue. Large differences
in material moduli [4.18] can lead to degradation of surrounding tissue and to
material failure at the interfaces between the two materials.

• Artificial cellular structures used in, for instance, tissue engineering [4.19], ressem-
ble their natural counterparts, and therefore offer more opportunities to achieve
a high degree of biocompatibility. Seed cells can settle more easily in an open,
foam-like structure than on a solid block of material. The high surface area of
a cellular structure can be used to tailor the degradation rate of biodegradable
materials and the culture medium can more easily access all regions inside the
structure.

4.2.1 Requirements for RP processes

If RP is to be considered as manufacturing tool for cellular structures, each possible
process has to be evaluated regarding the following issues (see also Chap. 9):

• Cellular structures exhibit significantly undercut features. The utilized process
must be able to shape such features. This requirement is especially critical for
processes which rely on support structures that have to be removed mechanically
(e.g. stereolithography). Since the overhangs within cellular structures cannot be
reached mechanically, internal undercuts must be manufacturable without sup-
port. Processes which work without support structures (e.g. SLS, 3DP, ..) or
with wash-away support (FDM) are advantageous in this respect.

• For many biomedical applications a fairly high accuracy is demanded (e.g. fitting
tolerances for implants). The utilized RP process has to meet these requirements.
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Tab. 4.1. Classification of biomaterials. Direct RP processes are in bold, indirect processes in italic

Material Formula abbrev. typical application RP processes

Biocompatible materials
Metals

titanium Ti implants SLS, investment casting

stainless steel SLS

CoCr-alloys

Ceramics

alumina Al2O3

orthopedic load bearing
applications, coatings

SLS, SLA, FDM, gelcast-
ing

zirconia ZrO2 hip prostheses SLS, SLA, FDM, gelcast-
ing

Polymer

polyethylene
n

PE acetabular components in
artificial hips, syringes

polypropylene
C H

3

n PP heart valves, sutures

poly(vinyl chloride)
C l

n PVC tubings, packaging

polyamide PA sutures, syringes SLS, vacuum casting

poly(dimethyl
siloxane)

S i O

C H
3

C H
3

n

PDMS
breast implants, plastic
surgery, tubings, artificial
skin

vacuum casting

poly(methyl
mathacrylate)

O

O

C H
3

C H
3

n

PMMA hard contact lenses

poly(tetrafluoro-
ethylene)

F
2

F
2

PTFE implants

poly(ethylene tereph-
talate) PET artificial blood vessels
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Tab. 4.2. Classification of biomaterials (continued). Direct RP processes are in bold, indirect processes
in italic

Material Formula abbrev. typical application RP processes

Biodegradable materials
Polymers

polyglycolide O

O
n

PGA bone plates FDM

poly(L-lactide) O

O

C H
3 H

n

PLA (poly-
lactic acid)

sutures, fixation
plates, screws FDM, 3DP

poly(ε-caprolactone)
O

O
n PCL FDM

poly(p-dioxanone)

polypeptides

polyanhydrides

Bioresorbable materials
Polymers

chitin

O

C H
2

O H

O

H
3

C C O H N

chitosan

O

C H
2

O H

O

N H
2

contact lenses,
controlled release
systems, artificial
blood vessels,
artificial skin

FDM,Modelmaker,
vacuum casting

collagene
artificial blood
vessels, membranes,
cornea-implants

Ceramics

hydroxyapatite CA10(PO4)6(OH)2 HA bone replacement
material

FDM, SLA, Model-
maker, gelcasting

beta-tricalcium phos-
phate Ca3(PO4)6 TCP see HA

bio-glasses P2O5-CaO-Na2O-
systems
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(a) (c)(b)

Figure 4.1: Scanning electron micrograph of trabecular bone.

Figure 4.2: Architecture of the human vertebral body depending on age. In the
embryo the arrangement of the trabecula is radial, in the adult horizontal-vertical,
according to the direction of the applied loads [4.20].

• Especially for cellular solids, the required features sizes are very small. Ide-
ally, the final structure should be a one-to-one copy of the natural counter-
part (see Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2). If, for instance, scaffolds for bone tissue en-
gineering have to be fabricated, features below 0.5 mm have to be manufac-
tured [4.21–4.23]. Osteoblasts, the bone forming cells, like to grow in pores
whose diameter roughly corresponds to the pore sizes found in trabecular bone.
Some RP processes like stereolithography are already able to reach these res-
olutions, and therefore a fairly large number of investigations are dealing with
the fabrication of scaffolds for bone tissue engineering. For the cultivation of
other cell types, e.g. chondrocytes [4.24] or hepatocytes, even smaller pores are
required.

• Most of the currently available RP processes cannot directly shape biomaterials.
It is therefore necessary to use a two-step process to obtain the final structure:
In a first step RP is used to shape a sacrificial part. This sacrificial shape is
then molded with the appropriate material. In Tab. 4.1 and Tab. 4.2 the most
commonly used biomaterials are listed, together with RP-methods which are
suitable to shape them.
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As can be seen from Tab. 4.1 and Tab. 4.2, several RP processes have been investigated
regarding their suitability for shaping biomaterials. Besides well established applica-
tions (e.g. pre-operative planning, drilling-templates for dental surgery, master patterns
for fixation plates, silicone structures [4.25], ...), applications of cellular biomaterials
shaped by RP are currently mostly in a research state. Most of the currently available
techniques have been investigated regarding their suitability for shaping cellular struc-
tures. FDM [4.26–4.28] can be used for directly shaping thermoplastic biodegradable
materials, ceramic-polymeric composites or ceramic green parts. SLA has been used
to shape moulds for indirect processes [4.15], see also Chap. 9.

Using dispensing systems [4.29–4.31], it is possible to deposit complex, thermally sen-
sitive materials as well as living cells. These systems offer a great degree of freedom
regarding materials, they can dispense multiple materials in the same part, but they
operate only sequentially and are therefore quite slow.

Fairly advanced are systems based on 3DP [4.32] which use biodegradable powders
which are fused together. Some of the efforts in using 3DP have been commercialized
by Therics Inc., who developed the TheriForm process which is based on 3DP [4.33].

4.2.2 Applications

Commercial products, which are based on cellular structures made by RP, are already
available. One example are vertebral body replacements out of titanium (see Fig. 4.3).
These structures are made by using a wax-part (fabricated by utilizing a Protoscape
Modelmaker) as lost pattern for investment casting of titanium. These structures ex-
hibit excellent stiffness and strength while maintaining a low weight.

Figure 4.3: Interpore Cross (Irvine, California) produces these cellular structures
out of titanium as vertebral body replacement device [4.34].

Another application which is pursued in several resarch projects is the fabrication of
scaffolding materials for bone tissue regeneration (see Fig. 4.4). Some of the mechan-
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ical and materials issues regarding this application are discussed in Chap. 8 and 9.

Figure 4.4: Ceramic (hydroxyapatite) cellular structure made by molding a
photopolymer-scaffold with gelcasting.
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5
THE SEPARATION OF THE

FRACTURE ENERGY IN METALLIC
MATERIALS

J.Stampfl, O. Kolednik
International Journal of Fracture 101(4):321-345, 2000

Abstract. The total plastic strain energy which is consumed during frac-
ture of a plain-sided CT specimen is separated into several components.
These are the energies required for deforming the specimen until the point
of fracture initiation, for forming the flat-fracture surfaces, for forming the
shear-lip fracture surfaces, and for the lateral contraction and the blunting
at the side-surfaces, Wlat. Characteristic crack growth resistance terms,
Rflat and Rslant, are determined describing the energies dissipated in a unit
area of flat-fracture and slant-fracture surface, respectively. Rflat is further
subdivided into the term Rsurf , to form the micro-ductile fracture surface ,
and into the subsurface term, Rsub, which produces the global crack open-
ing angle.

Two different approaches are used to determine the fracture energy
components. The first approach is a single-specimen technique for record-
ing the total crack growth resistance (also called energy dissipation rate).
Plain-sided and side-grooved specimens are tested. The second approach
rests on the fact that the local plastic deformation energy can be evaluated
from the shape of the fracture surfaces. A digital image analysis system is
used to generate height models from stereophotograms of corresponding
fracture surface regions on the two specimen halves.

Two materials are investigated: a solution annealed maraging steel
V 720 and a nitrogen alloyed ferritic-austenitic duplex steel A 905. For the
steel V 720 the following values are measured: Ji = 65 kJ/m2, Rsurf =
20 kJ/m2, Rflat = 280 kJ/m2, Rslant = 1000 kJ/m2, Wlat = 30 J. For
the steel A 905 which has no shear lips, the measured values are: Ji =
190 kJ/m2, Rflat = 1000 kJ/m2, and Wlat = 45 J. Apart from materials
characterization, these values could be useful for predicting the influence
of specimen geometry and size on the crack growth resistance curves.
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5.1 Introduction

The crack growth resistance of a material depends on the total amount of non-reversible
energy which is consumed during a fracture process. In fracture mechanics tests it is
often observed that the crack growth resistance depends on the geometry and the size
of the specimen (e.g., see [5.1] for an outline of the problem). This effect is noticed for
a wide class of low-strength or medium-strength engineering materials where a large
plastic zone accompanies the crack tip during crack propagation, i.e. for fracture under
large-scale yielding (lsy) or general yielding (gy) conditions. Even if the considera-
tion is confined to deeply notched bend-type specimen, the influence of geometry is
significant.

As a consequence of these observations, two fundamental questions appear. The first
question is: How can the crack growth resistance of these materials be characterized?
The second question, in the literature referred to as “transferability problem”, is: How
can fracture toughness data, that are measured on a specific specimen, be transferred
to specimens of other geometries or to a structural component of arbitrary shape? Both
questions have yet to be resolved.

The direct approach

The indirect approach

1/2 CODi

1/2 CODi

RSurf

RSub

RSurf + RSub = Rflat

COA

RSlant

ASlant

Wlat

Wlat

Rflat

Aflat

Aslant

Rslant

Wlat

Aflat

Rflat

Rtot

Wlat

Rslant

Rtot

∆a

∆a

Rtot

∆a

Rflat

Figure 5.1: A schematic view of the indirect and the direct approach to separate the
fracture energies.

The geometry problem occurs because the local fracture properties of materials de-
pend on the constraint. Different constraint measures have been introduced in the liter-
ature [5.2–5.6]. In the low-constraint near-side-surface regions of a deeply notched
bend-type specimen the material behaves tougher then in the high-constraint mid-
section region. Usually, this behavior is reflected in the fracture surface appearance:
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we see a flat-fracture mid-section region accompanied by two shear lip regions with
slant fracture surfaces near the side surfaces. The global fracture properties of the ma-
terial result as a complicated interplay of all the different constraint conditions along
the crack front [5.7].

A promising way to resolve the geometry problem would be to separate the total plasti-
cally deformed region into several characteristic parts and to predict the amount of the
plastic strain energy dissipated in each part. By doing this, we can extract a value of
the crack growth resistance for the high-constraint region, that might be characteristic
for the material. (Another characteristic value, for the low-constraint region directly
near the side-surface, might exist, too.) This would answer the first question posed,
and it would be also an important step towards solving the transferability problem.

For a separation to be successful, it is not only necessary that it is clearly defined and
conceptually feasible; it is also strongly desired that the amount of plastic strain energy
consumed in each part can be determined experimentally. Existing theories about the
geometry influence on the crack growth resistance, [5.1–5.3, 5.5, 5.6, 5.8–5.10], could
not be proved and new, improved theories could not be derived, otherwise. To the
knowledge of the authors no such separation has been reported so far.(A short literature
survey will be given below.)

We will demonstrate in this study that it is possible to separate the total plastic strain
energy for the fracture of Compact Tension specimens made of two different steels in a
reasonable way and to measure all the energy components. The general outline of the
procedure is shown in Fig. 5.1. Two different approaches are used. The first approach is
an indirect one: different fracture mechanics experiments are designed so that a careful
analysis allows the separation of the total fracture energy into several characteristic
parts. The second approach is a more direct one: the local plastic deformation energy
is estimated from the topography of the fracture surfaces. Plastic deformation during
fracture produces a misfit between corresponding fracture surface regions on both parts
of the broken specimen, which can be analyzed to determine the locally dissipated
plastic strain energy.

The combination of both approaches could be a powerful means towards a solution of
the geometry problem.

5.2 A Brief Literature Survey

5.2.1 The definition of the total crack growth resistance

The total crack growth resistance, Rtot, of a material can be defined as total non-
reversible energy which is necessary to extend the crack area by an increment, see
Turner and Kolednik [5.11],

Rtot ≡
1

B

d

d(∆a)
(Wpl,tot + Γ) . (5.1)
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Wpl,tot denotes the total non-reversible strain energy consumed during the fracture pro-
cess, Γ is the surface energy, ∆a the crack extension and B the specimen thickness.
For elastic ideally brittle materials, Wpl,tot = 0 and Rtot reduces to the Griffith solu-
tion [5.12], i.e. to twice the specific surface energy, Rtot,el = 2γ0. If plasticity were
confined to a constant, narrow zone around the crack tip , the Orowan [5.13] and Ir-
win [5.14] approach of the existence of a specific non-linear fracture surface energy
would be applicable: Rtot,sssy = 2(γ0 + γpl) = const. The subscript “sssy” indicates
that the confinement of the plastic zone must be even stronger than for small-scale
yielding (ssy) conditions. For most elastic-plastic materials even for sssy-conditions
the specific plastic strain energy for fracture exceeds the specific surface energy by
several orders of magnitude, γpl � γ0. It should be remarked that for micro-crack
toughening, fiber reinforced, or transformation toughened materials with brittle ma-
trices additional non-reversible energy terms appear, originating from processes other
than plastic deformation, [5.15–5.17]. These energy terms must be included on the
right-hand side of Eq. (5.1).

The total crack growth resistance, Rtot, was introduced by Turner [5.1]. He called
Rtot the “energy dissipation rate”, symbolized by the letter D. This nomenclature
might be somewhat misleading, because parts of the energies in Eq. (5.1) are not really
dissipated during fracture [5.11]. Apart from the terms just mentioned above, these
are the non-reversible elastic strain energy that originates due to the non-homogeneous
crack-tip field, [5.18], and the surface energy.

Since some confusion seems to exist in the literature, a note regarding the reversibility
of fracture energies is presented in Sec. 5.9. An important analysis on the thermody-
namics of fracture was published by Gurney [5.19].

5.2.2 Some previous ideas on the separation of fracture ener-
gies

The idea of the separation of the fracture energies is not new. Cotterell and Reddel
[5.20] performed fracture tests on thin double-edged notched panels with different
ligament lengths. The total work of fracture was measured for each test and plotted
against the ligament length. This diagram displayed a linear relationship. By extra-
polating the linear regression line to zero ligament length, an “essential work of plane
stress fracture” was determined, which depended on the specimen thickness. It was
claimed that the essential work of fracture corresponds to the work done in the crack-
tip region, distinct from the work done in the outer plastic regions. Based on the same
idea, several other studies were performed later, e.g. [5.21, 5.22].

Turner [5.1], and John and Turner [5.23] discovered that resistance curves in terms
of the total crack growth resistance, i.e. Rtot-∆a-curves, show typically a regime
of steady-state growth after a short transition region of decreasing Rtot. They com-
pared the curves for side-grooved and plain-sided specimens and attempted to break
the steady-state value, Rtot,ss, into two [5.1] or three [5.9] components to find char-
acteristic terms of dissipated energy per unit of crack area, or per unit of (shear-lip)
volume. These terms, called “specific intensities of the rate of energy dissipation”
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(SIRED), were then used to predict the resistance curves for other (bend-type) geome-
tries. However the procedure has not been completely successful so far. One possible
limitation was that only a multi-specimen method had been used to record the Rtot-
∆a-curves, compared to the single-specimen technique applied in this investigation.
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Figure 5.2: A schematic crossection of a micro-ductile fracture surface to Stüwes
model for the estimation of Rsurf

Another interesting approach was chosen by Shoji [5.24]: he sliced bend and CT speci-
mens made of a bainitic steel perpendicular to the crack plane and measured the plastic
strains near the fracture surfaces by applying a recrystallization-etch technique. The
local plastic strain values were used to evaluate for the mid-section region the plastic
strain energy within an intensely deformed region around the crack tip . This value was
found to be independent of crack extension. A similar experiment, with specimens of
different thicknesses, was conducted in [5.25].

Stüwe [5.26, 5.27] developed a model to estimate the specific plastic strain energy to
form a micro-ductile fracture surface from the dimple height (see Fig. 5.2. A short
description of the model will be given in Section 6.2. In [5.28] the fracture surface en-
ergy was determined for a maraging steel , similar to the one used in the current study.
The dimple height was measured by stereophotogrammetric analyses of corresponding
fracture surface regions on both specimen halves [5.29, 5.33].

Mecklenburg et al. [5.30] determined for three steels the rates of the elastic, the plastic,
and the total strain energies versus the crack extension for side-grooved CT specimens.
They observed that after a short crack extension a steady-state condition was reached.
The sizes of the energy rates depended on the initial crack length and the specimen
size.
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5.3 The Total Plastic Strain Energy for
Fracture and its Components

5.3.1 The different plastic strain energy terms

In a micro-ductile plane-strain fracture experiment (e.g., using a specimen with side
grooves) plastic strain energy, Wpl,surf , is consumed to form the dimple structure of the
fracture surfaces. This term is connected to the void growth and coalescence processes
occurring within the process zone directly in front of the crack tip . For sssy-conditions,
Rsurf = Wpl,surf/(B∆a) will come close to the size of Rtot,sssy. In all other cases
additional energy, Wpl,sub, is necessary for the deformation below the fracture surfaces.
The sum of both, surface plus subsurface term, is the plastic energy for flat fracture,
Wpl,flat.

To fracture a smooth-sided specimen (without side grooves) Wpl,flat is needed for the
flat fracture regions in the center of the specimen. Wpl,slant shall denote the energy
(surface plus subsurface) for producing the slant fracture of the shear lip regions near
the side surfaces. Additional plastic energy is needed for the lateral contraction of the
side surfaces and for the blunting process at the side surfaces, both combined in the
term Wpl,lat. Another term, Wpl,i, is necessary for fracture initiation, i.e. for deforming
the material until to the point when the first crack extension occurs in the specimen
center. The total plastic strain energy (consumed until a certain amount of total crack
extension or until final fracture), Wpl,tot, is given by

Wpl,tot = Wpl,i + Wpl,flat + Wpl,slant + Wpl,lat. (5.2)

It should be noted that both the second and the third term of Eq.(5.2) might contain
also some remote plasticity appearing near the back face of the specimen.

Since Wpl,i remains unchanged after fracture initiation, it does not influence the size of
Rtot. Thus, the totally consumed non-reversible energy during fracture can be written
as

Wpl,tot = Wpl,i +

∫ ∆a

0

Rtot d(∆a). (5.3)

5.3.2 A general outline for determining the energy terms

The indirect approach to determine the different energy terms relies on the measure-
ment of the crack growth resistance of the materials not only in terms of the commonly
used J-integral vs. crack extension (J−∆a-) curves, but also in terms of the total crack
growth resistance, Rtot, vs. ∆a curves.
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Tab. 5.1. Chemical composition of the maraging steel V720
C Si Mn Mo Ni Co Ti Al

0.003 0.10 0.10 5.3 18.5 9.0 0.6 0.1

Wpl,i is evaluated from the area under the load vs. load-line displacement curve at the
point of fracture initiation (which is detected by a potential drop technique). Wpl,flat

and the fracture properties of the specimen center region are derived from a test of a
side-grooved specimen (see Fig. 5.1). Wpl,slant is determined from the resistance curve
of a thin specimen where the two shear lip regions merge into one slant fracture surface.
Wpl,lat can be measured as the shaded area in the Rtot − ∆a-curves in Fig. 5.1. This
is deduced from the results of a multi-specimen test and demonstrated on specimens
with different thicknesses.

In a previous investigation a digital image analysis procedure for reconstructing the
topography of fracture surfaces from stereo photograms taken in the scanning elec-
tron microscope was developed [5.31, 5.32]. This technique is used for the direct
approach to determine the fracture energy terms. From the topographic measurements
the fracture surface energy, Wpl,surf , is evaluated using Stüwe’s model. The new tech-
nique allows the automatic analysis of whole fracture surface regions, compared to the
time consuming point-per-point analysis which had to be done in [5.28, 5.29, 5.33].
This enables Wpl,surf to be estimated much faster and more accurately than in previous
work [5.34, 5.35].

Our new technique for analyzing fracture surfaces can be also applied to measure the
crack opening angle, COA, near the mid-section of the specimens. This allows the
determination of Wpl,sub for the flat-fracture region.

5.4 Materials and Specimens

The separation of the total fracture energy is demonstrated on two materials. The first
material is a solution annealed maraging steel V 720. The steel was forged, solution
annealed for 1 hour at 820◦C, and subsequently cooled in air. The tensile tests resulted
a yield strength of σy = 750 MPa, an ultimate tensile strength of σu = 1050 MPa and
a strain hardening exponent of n = 0.15. The Young’s modulus is E = 193 GPa. The
chemical composition is given in Tab. 5.1.

The second material is a nitrogen alloyed ferritic-austenitic duplex steel A 905. Af-
ter the forging the steel was solution annealed for 30 minutes at 1100◦C and water
quenched. Due to this treatment the steel has a microstructure of elongated domains
of about 50% austenite and ferrite . The tensile properties (perpendicular to the crack
plane) are σy = 630 MPa, σu = 950 MPa, n = 0.20 and E = 215 GPa. The chemical
composition is given in Tab. 5.2.

From both materials Compact Tension (CT-) specimens were machined in a S-T -crack
plane orientation, i.e. the elongated domains of the steel A 905 lie parallel to the crack
front. The specimens had a width of W = 50 mm, an initial crack length a0 ≈ 28 mm
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Tab. 5.2. Chemical composition of the duplex steel A905
C Si Mn P S Cr Mo Ni

0.017 0.37 5.15 0.021 0.002 25.63 2.04 4.04

V W Cu Al N
0.06 0.49 0.10 0.009 0.34

and a thickness of B = 25 mm. For the steel V 720 thinner specimens were tested, too.

5.5 An Indirect Procedure to Separate Fracture Ener-
gies

In this section characteristic plastic energy terms are extracted from fracture mechanics
tests conducted with side-grooved specimens and plain-sided specimens of different
thicknesses. J-integral versus crack extension (J-∆a) curves were recorded following
the ESIS [5.36] and ASTM [5.37] Standard Procedures. The Rtot-∆a -curves were
determined by a single-specimen technique which is described in the following section.

5.5.1 Single specimen tests

5.5.1.1 A single specimen technique for measuring the total crack growth resis-
tance

Eq. (5.1) can be extended by considering the balance of energy during an increment of
crack extension [5.11],

Rtot ≡
1

B

d(Wpl + Γ)

d(∆a)
=

1

B

d(U − Wel)

d(∆a)
≡ C. (5.4)

The right-hand side extension of Eq. (5.4) can be seen as the crack driving force, C
which balances Rtot during equilibrium crack growth. It is used to evaluate Rtot ex-
perimentally. U is the external energy which can be measured by integrating the area
below the load vs. load-line displacement (F -vLL-) curve. The reversible elastic strain
energy, Wel, can be determined by measuring the load, F , and applying the relation

Wel =
φF 2

2
, (5.5)

where φ denotes the compliance of the specimen. For the side-grooved specimen φ
is evaluated for an effective thickness, Be. Formulae for φ and Be are given in the
Standard Procedures [5.36, 5.37].

If the current crack length is known, Rtot can be evaluated by differentiating numer-
ically the (U − Wel) vs. ∆a-curve. The current crack length is determined by the
direct-current potential drop technique.
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Figure 5.3: J -integral, J (solid line), and total crack growth resistance, Rtot (dashed
line), with respect to the crack extension , ∆a, for 25 mm thick specimen with and
without side-grooves. Note the different scales.

5.5.1.2 Test results of the plain-sided specimens

On the left-hand side of Fig. 5.3 the Rtot-∆a-curves of the plain sided specimens are
plotted, together with the conventional J-integral vs. crack extension (J-∆a-) curves.
Both Rtot- ∆a-curves exhibit sharp peaks at or near the point of fracture initiation.
For the steel A 905, Rtot falls down after the peak to a lower plateau value of Rtot ≈

2000 kJ/m2. Between ∆a = 1.7 and 2.8 mm a second peak can be observed with a
maximum value of R̂tot ≈ 4000 kJ/m2 at ∆̂a = 2.5mm. For the steel V 720 the picture
is not so clear. It is possible to detect a lower plateau value of about Rtot ≈ 270 kJ/m2

combined with a very broad peak between ∆a = 2.5 to 11 mm. The second Rtot-peak,
R̂tot ≈ 800 kJ/m2, lies at ∆̂a = 6.2 mm. The J-∆a-curves yield fracture initiation
values of Ji = 65 kJ/m2 for the steel V 720 and Ji = 200 kJ/m2 for the steel A 905.

Beyond the initial part, the Rtot-∆a-curves look like the first derivatives of the J-∆a-
curves. This is reasonable because for general-yielding conditions Rtot and the slope
of the J-∆a -curve are directly related (and not Rtot and J!) [5.38]. For deeply notched
bend-type specimens the relation reads (see Sec. 5.10)

dJ

d(∆a)
≈

η

b
Rtot. (5.6)

b is the ligament length, b = W − a, and η is the pre-factor in the formula to evaluate
J from the area, U , below the F -vLL-curve,
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J =
ηU

bB
. (5.7)

In [5.8] a relation between the slope of the J-∆a-curve and Rtot was deduced that
is valid for ssy-conditions as well. As was pointed out by Kolednik [5.8, 5.38], the
significance of Eq. (5.6) lies in the fact that it clearly demonstrates that for elastic-
plastic materials the J-∆a-curve does not scale to the crack growth resistance. This
fact was noticed later by Atkins [5.39], and Cotterell and Atkins [5.40], too.

The first peak of the Rtot-∆a-curve is a result of crack tip blunting . It was found
in [5.42] that the point of fracture initiation in the center region is correlated to the
(first) inflection point of the Rtot-∆a-curve. To understand the significance of the
second peak we conducted an extensive multi-specimen test on the steel V 720. Before
discussing this multi-specimen test, the testing results of the side-grooved specimens
shall be presented.

5.5.1.3 Test results of the side-grooved specimens

We performed these single-specimen tests with 20% side-grooved specimens, Bn =
20 mm. The results are shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 5.3.

The Rtot-∆a-curve of the steel V 720 shows a sharp peak at initiation followed by
a very short plateau region with Rtot ≈ 280 kJ/m2 (which comes close to the lower
plateau value of the non-sidegrooved specimen seen in Fig. 5.3). We doubt that the
decrease of Rtot after ∆a ≈ 0.6 mm is significant because the crack growth became
unstable afterwards. The decrease in Rtot is caused probably by the increase of the
crack velocity. Thus, we take Rflat ≈ 280 kJ/m2 as the approximate value of the crack
growth resistance for the (steady-state) flat-fracture region, although there remains
some uncertainty for larger ∆a-values. The J -∆a-curve shows a fracture initiation
value that is similar to that for the non-side grooved specimen, Ji = 70 kJ/m2.

A similar behavior was observed for the steel A 905. After the initiation peak, the
Rtot-∆a-curve slowly decreases to a value of about Rtot ≈ 1000 kJ/m2. This value is
taken as approximating Rflat. Due to the increased crack velocity the few data points
measured beyond ∆a ≈ 1.4 mm are questionable. From the J-∆a-curve we get
Ji = 190 kJ/m2.

It should be stated that side-grooved specimens do not necessarily give Rflat-values.
In very tough materials some lateral contraction can be observed in spite of the side-
grooves.

5.5.2 A multi-specimen test on the steel V-720

In Fig. 5.6 the heat-tinted surfaces of the 12 broken specimens of the steel V 720 are
shown. It can be seen that the crack extension in the center region of the specimen is
about 15 mm when the crack begins to grow near the side surfaces. In Fig. 5.4 the local
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Figure 5.4: Local crack in the mid-section region ∆aM (�), and at the side-surfaces,
∆aS (4), with respect to the load line displacement , vLL, for plain-sided specimens
of the steel V 720.

crack extensions in the mid-section, ∆aM, and at the side surfaces, ∆aS, are plotted
with respect to the load-line displacement.

Near the mid-section the crack growth is initiated at vLL ≈ 0.5 mm. At a load-line dis-
placement of about vLL ≈ 2 mm crack growth starts at the side surfaces. At the same
moment the crack growth rate in the center region slows down appreciably because the
crack already approaches the neutral axis of the CT-specimen . From the vLL-∆a-curve
(which is not included here) it is seen that at vLL = 2 mm the crack extension amounts
∆a ≈ 6.3 mm. At this value the Rtot − ∆a curve has its second peak. Thus, it is
concluded that this peak appears at (or shortly before) the moment where crack growth
is initiated at the side surfaces. A similar observation was made in [5.41] for another
material.

It is interesting to check the lateral contraction of the plain-sided specimens. The
maximum deformation in thickness (z-) direction (which amounts 0.32 mm on each
side) is reached when the crack extension starts near the side surfaces. During further
crack extension at the side surfaces a “lateral contraction zone” moves with the crack
front, but the amount of additional z-deformation decreases.

The results of this section suggest that the second peak of the Rtot- ∆a-curve may orig-
inate from the blunting process near the side-surface regions and the lateral contraction
of the specimen. The curve displays its second maximum at the point of initiation of
crack growth near the side surfaces.

To prove this hypothesis Rtot-∆a-curves were analyzed for specimens with different
thicknesses.

5.5.3 The influence of specimen thickness

From the steel V 720 additional single specimen tests were conducted on specimens
having thicknesses of B = 16, 8, and 4 mm. The resulting Rtot-∆a- and J-∆a-curves
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Figure 5.5: J -integral, J (solid line), and total crack growth resistance, Rtot (dashed
line), with respect to the crack extension , ∆a, for plain-sided specimens of different
thickness. Steel V 720. Note the different scales.

are collected in Fig. 5.5.

All J-integral initiation values lie about Ji = (60 − 65) kJ/m2. It is noteworthy that
with decreasing thickness the second peak of the Rtot-∆a-curve is shifted to lower
∆a-values: ∆̂a = 6.2, 4.5, 1.8 and 1.1 mm for B = 25, 16, 8 and 4 mm. The height of
the second peak increases: R̂tot = 800, 1100, 3700 and 5800 kJ/m2.

Of particular interest is the Rtot-∆a-curve of the thinnest specimen, B = 4 mm, where
the first and second peak merge into one peak. After a mean crack extension of ∆a ≈

2.3 mm a steady-state condition seems to be reached when Rtot = 1000 kJ/m 2. The
fracture surface reveals a short, cuspated flat fracture region. The two shear lip regions
join and form one slant fracture surface region.

The lateral contraction of the specimens was studied, too. In each specimen the z-
deformation is largest at the position of the stretched zone in the mid-section of the
specimen. By comparing different specimens it can be observed that the z-deformation
reaches its maximum value at that point when crack growth is initiated at the side sur-
faces. The lateral contraction process is about to be completed when the end of the
second peak of the Rtot- ∆a-curve is reached, e.g. at ∆a ≈ 2.3 mm for the thinnest
specimen. The mean crack extension where the lateral contraction process is com-
pleted, will depend on the ligament length. For a specimen with a very large ligament
length, e.g., a Double Cantilever Beam (DCB) specimen, or ideally, an infinite clamped
strip, the lateral contraction process would not cease and a steady-state contraction
zone would move with the crack front.
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This point leads to the conclusion that the steady-state Rtot of this specimen after the
peak characterizes the crack growth resistance for producing a slant shear-lip fracture
surface. Thus, we get for the steel V 720 a characteristic value of Rslant = 1000 kJ/m2.
The ratio Rslant/Rflat has a size of 3.6.

Figure 5.6: Heat-tinted fracture surfaces of the V720-specimens from the multi-
specimen test. The specimen thickness is 25 mm
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5.5.4 Fracture surface analysis on the steel A 905

Fig. 5.7 presents the fracture surface of a plain sided specimen made of the steel A 905.
No shear lips can be found. The reason is that the ferritic domains in front of the crack
tip fail at low loads by cleavage or quasi-cleavage fracture [5.42]. At these low loads
the width of the low-constraint side-surface region, which scales with the plastic zone
size, is small and, as a consequence, no shear lips can be formed. A similar observation
was made on a mild steel containing long MnS-inclusions [5.29]: the critical plastic
strain for void nucleation is very small, hence no shear lips can be formed.

A section parallel to the crack front shows that the flat fracture surfaces bend concavely
near the side surfaces. It seems as if the crack growth resistance for flat fracture,
Rflat, increases gradually when approaching the side surfaces due to an increase of
the subsurface energy, Wpl,sub. The two regions of enhanced Rflat are 6 to 7 mm broad
(observe the development of the stretched zone width along the crack front in Fig. 5.7).

The lateral contraction of this specimen is quite large, too. The maximum z-deformation
amounts 1.16 mm on each side.

Summarizing this section, it is stated that there exists no unique characteristic value of
the crack growth resistance of the near-side surface regions for the steel A 905.

Figure 5.7: Fracture surface of a plain-sided specimen made of steel A 905. Note
the large lateral contraction and the increased width of the stretched zone near the
side-surfaces.

5.5.5 The separation of the fracture energies

5.5.5.1 General remarks

As a basic hypothesis for the separation of the total plastic strain energy, Wpl,tot, into
its components (via the indirect approach) it is assumed that there exist characteris-
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tic values of the crack growth resistance to form either the (plane strain) flat-fracture
surfaces, Rflat, or the slant shear lip surfaces, Rslant. Rflat and Rslant should be inde-
pendent of crack extension and specimen thickness. This assumption does not seem
unrealistic, as long as we consider deeply notched CT- or bend type specimen.

The separation is demonstrated on five specimens of the steel V 720 (plain sided speci-
mens with thicknesses B = 25, 16, 8, 4 mm and side grooved specimen) and on the two
specimens of the steel A 905. All the results of the separation procedure are collected
in Table 5.1.

The fracture surfaces of each (heat tinted) specimen were photographed in the scanning
electron microscope. On each photo the final average crack extension, ∆atot, was
measured. The boundary between the flat-fracture and the slant-fracture region was
marked. and the sizes of the corresponding fracture surface areas, ∆Aflat and ∆Aslant,
were determined. The plastic strain energies to form either the flat or the slant fracture
surfaces are estimated by

Wpl,flat = Rflat ∆Aflat (5.8)

or
Wpl,slant = Rslant ∆Aslant. (5.9)

The values Rflat = 280 kJ/m2 and Rslant = 1000 kJ/m2 were used for the steel V 720,
and Rflat = 1000 kJ/m2 for the steel A 905. For the latter material Wpl,slant was not
determined because no shear lips were observed.

The second peak of the Rtot-∆a-curve was ascribed to the blunting process near the
side-surface regions and to the lateral contraction of the specimen. Accordingly, the
plastic strain energy term Wpl,lat can be evaluated by integrating numerically the area
under the second peak in the Rtot-∆a-curve. (The area is taken above an estimated
“baseline” that is given, e.g. for the steel A 905 by the steady-state value Rtot =
2000 kJ/m2.)

The Wpl,i- and the Wpl,tot-values are taken from the areas, U , under the load vs. load-
line displacement curves by subtracting the elastic energy, Eq.(5.5).

5.5.5.2 Discussion of the results

Table 5.1 lists the following data: the final crack extension, ∆atot; the J-integral at
fracture initiation in the center, Ji;the flat-fracture area, ∆Aflat, and the slant-fracture
area, ∆Aslant; the plastic strain energies for fracture initiation in the center, Wpl,i, for
forming the flat-fracture area, Wpl,flat, for forming the slant-fracture area, Wpl,slant,
and for side-surface blunting and lateral contraction, Wpl,lat; the sum of the estimated
plastic fracture energies,

∑
Wpl,est = Wpl,i + Wpl,flat + Wpl,slant + Wpl,lat, and the total

plastic strain energy, Wpl,tot, measured in the tests.

It is interesting to note that Wpl,lat ≈ 30 J for the three thickest plain sided specimens
of the steel V 720. This suggests that the plastic strain energy for side-surface blunting
and lateral contraction is constant as long as the specimen is thick enough, so that the
two shear lip regions are still separated by a flat-fracture region.
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The ratio Wpl,lat/Wpl,tot gives the percentage of the total non-reversible fracture energy
that comes from blunting and lateral contraction at the side surfaces. This ratio is
remarkably large: For the steel V 720 the values are (with decreasing thickness) 26,
43, 69 and 61%, and for the steel A 905 it is 22%. (It should be kept in mind that
the final crack extension of the specimens differs. All specimens were loaded at least
up to the end of the second peak of the Rtot-∆a-curve. The reason for the different
∆atot-values is that thinner specimens exhibit larger load-line displacement values and
the tests had to be stopped before the clip gauge went out of range.)

A principle error is made in connection with the term Wpl,i. The reason is that at the
point of fracture initiation, J = Ji, the crack extension has already reached a small, but
finite value, ∆ai. ∆Ai denotes the flat-fracture surface area at initiation. Thus, some
plastic strain energy to produce ∆Ai is counted twice, because it is included in both
the Wpl,i, as well as in the Wpl,flat term. However, this error will be negligeable in most
cases except for small ∆atot-values.

The sum of the estimated plastic fracture energies coincides quite well with the mea-
sured total plastic strain energy. The only exception is the plain sided specimen of
the steel A 905, where the assumption of a constant Rflat is clearly not met, see Sec-
tion 5.5.4.

Although no firm proof, this strongly suggests that our assumption of characteristic
values of Rflat (for both steels) and Rslant (for the steel V 720) is correct. No data are
available of specimens with other ligament lengths or other sizes. As far as it concerns
highly constraint bend-type specimens, we expect that the characteristic values would
be the same. However, we do not know how the flat-fracture and shear-lip fracture
values would change for specimens with a low global constraint, like center-cracked
tensile specimens. Whether the plastic strain energy for side-surface blunting and lat-
eral contraction, Wpl,lat can be treated as a characteristic value, remains unclear.
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Table 5.1: The separation of the total plastic strain energy for fracture, Wpl,tot, into its components: the plastic energies for producing fracture
initiation in the center, Wpl,i, for forming the flat-fracture area, Wpl,flat, for forming the slant-fracture area, Wpl,slant, and for side-surface blunting
and lateral contraction, Wpl,lat. Except for the specimen A 905-25, the sum of the local energies,

∑
Wpl,est, corresponds well with the experimentally

measured value Wpl,tot

Specimen ∆atot Ji ∆Aflat ∆Aslant Wpl,i Wpl,flat Wpl,slant Wpl,lat

∑
Wpl,est Wpl,tot

[mm] [kJ/m2] [mm2] [mm2] [J ] [J ] [J ] [J ] [J ] [J ]
V720-25 11.5 65 248 40 6.0 69 40 33 148 125
V720-16 7.4 60 102 15 3.0 29 15 29 76 68
V720-8 3.3 65 19.2 7.4 1.3 5.4 7.4 29 46 42
V720-4 3.0 65 10.8 5.2 0.6 3.0 5.2 17 26 28
V720-25sg 0.6 70 12.0 0 1.8 3.4 0 0 5.2 4.6
A905-25 3.5 200 88 0 33 88 0 45 146 207
A90-25sg 2.7 190 53 0 27 53 0 0 80 70
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5.6 The Estimate of Fracture Energies from
Fracture Surface Analyses

This section deals with the direct determination of characteristic plastic strain energies
via stereophotogrammetric analyses of the fracture surfaces.

5.6.1 Stereophotogrammetry

Stereophotogrammetric means have been applied for a long time in fracture research,
e.g., to study the topography of fatigue crack surfaces [5.43], and of micro-ductile
[5.29, 5.33, 5.44, 5.45] or cleavage [5.29, 5.46, 5.47] fracture surfaces. The first semi-
automatic analyses were reported in [5.48, 5.49].

Recently, an already existing digital photogrammetry system [5.50] was used to deve-
lope an automatic system for fracture surface analysis. The topography of a fracture
surface is reconstructed by taking stereophotograms in the scanning electron micro-
scope (SEM) and analyzing the images with a system for automatic image processing.
This system finds homologous points on the stereophotograms and generates a three-
dimensional model of the fracture surface consisting of about 10.000 to 20.000 points.
The model is called “digital elevation model”, DEM. The computing time for an anal-
ysis is about ten minutes on a PC. The new system for automatic fracture surface
analysis is described in more detail in [5.31, 5.32, 5.35].

5.6.2 The plane strain fracture surface energy

In [5.26, 5.27], Stüwe introduced a model to estimate the plastic strain energy that is
necessary to form a ductile fracture surface, Wpl,surf . A schematic cross-section of the
broken specimen shows a series of dimples of height h0, see Fig. 5.2. Wpl,surf is given
by

Wpl,surf = 2

∫ h0

0

A(h)

(∫ ϕ(h)

0

σ(ϕ)dϕ

)
dh (5.10)

In Eq. (5.10) A(h) denotes the cross section at height h, A0 is the original cross section,
ϕ is the logarithmic (plastic) strain and σ(ϕ) is the flow stress. After inserting the
relation ϕ(h) = ln

(
A0

A(h)

)
and after division by A0 the equation transforms to

Rsurf =
Wpl,surf

A0
= 2σ

∫ h0

0

A(h)

A0
ln

(
A0

A(h)

)
dh. (5.11)
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Rsurf is the specific plastic strain energy to form the micro-ductile fracture surface
profile depicted in Fig. 5.2. The surface energy term is neglected.

σ designates an appropriate mean flow stress of the material which can be estimated
by [5.27]

σ = σu
exp(n)

(1 + n)nn
, (5.12)

using the approximation σ = σ0ϕ
n for the stress-strain curve where n is the strain hard-

ening exponent and σ0 a reference stress. Eq.(5.11) can be evaluated if the distribution
of A(h) versus h of the considered fracture surface regions is known.

It should be stated that the so determined value of Wpl,surf , sums the plastic strain en-
ergies of the fracture surfaces from the point of void initiation until to final failure of
the bridges between the voids . Some plastic deformation energy, Wpl,sub, is addition-
ally needed to initiate the voids. That means that, e.g. in the Irwin-Orowan case the
total crack growth resistance must be somewhat larger, Rtot,sssy ≥ Rsurf , although the
difference might be very small.

The knowledge of the topography of one fracture surface is not sufficient to evaluate
Eq.(5.11), because the topography of one DEM could be compensated by the topog-
raphy of its opposite from the second specimen half. For example, an ideally brittle
material may exhibit a rough fracture surface, i.e. a certain distribution of A(h) versus
h on one specimen half, but the two broken pieces could be glued together without any
misfit and Rsurf would be zero. Rsurf is determined by the misfit between the broken
parts. That means that the corresponding fracture surface regions on both parts of a
broken specimen must be analyzed. The two opposite DEMs are then used to generate
a void map [5.34] that contains the information about the misfit between the two frac-
ture surfaces, i.e. the distribution of A(h) versus h. with this Eq.(5.11) can be solved
numerically.

The specific plane strain fracture surface energy, Rsurf , was determined on the steel
V 720, only. (The austenitic-ferritic duplex steel A 905 shows a patchwork of micro-
ductile and cleavage fracture surface regions. The determination of Rsurf needs, there-
fore, a more sophisticated analysis, e.g. see [5.51], which has not been undertaken
so far.) SEM-micrographs of two corresponding fracture surface regions near the
stretched zone , together with the DEMs and crack profiles perpendicular to the crack
front are presented in Fig. 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10. A void map can be found in [5.32].Ta-
ble 5.3 lists the estimated Rsurf-values. All four values lie around Rsurf = 20 kJ/m2. It
is interesting to note that even the same size is measured for the side-grooved speci-
men at a distance of 3 mm in front of the fatigue crack, which is well beyond the point
where fracture became unstable.
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Tab. 5.3. The plastic strain energy to form a unit area of the micro-ductile flat-fracture surface for a
plain-sided and a side-grooved specimen.

Specimen Distance from Rsurf

fatigue crack
mm kJ/m2

V720-25 0.1 23
0.1 16
2.0 19

V720-sg 3.0 20

S1

S2

Profile 2
Profile 1

Profile 2
Profile 1

Figure 5.8: Corresponding fracture surfaces of the maraging steel V 720. The digital
elevation models (DEMs) of the fracture surfaces are shown in Fig. 5.9, the crack
profiles are presented in Fig. 5.10.
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m
m

m
m

S2

S1

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.9: DEMs of the fracture surfaces in Fig. 5.8. Both specimen halves, side 1
(a) and side 2 (b), are shown.

5.6.3 The direct determination of Rflat

From the preceding section it is seen that for the steel V 720 even in the flat-fracture
region only 7% of the plastic energy is used to form the fracture surfaces. The remain-
ing 93% are spent below the surface. This energy, Rsub = Rflat − Rsurf = 260 kJ/m2,
is needed to produce the global crack opening angle, COA, in the wake of the crack.

COA and Rtot are related by (see Sec. 5.10)

COA =
dCOD

d∆a
≈

η

mσyb
Rtot. (5.13)
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Figure 5.10: Crack profiles from the fracture surfaces in Fig. 5.8

Eq.(5.13) considers the behavior of the total specimen: ∆a is the average of the crack
extension values along the crack front and Rtot is the total crack growth resistance.
COA and COD can be imagined as global values similar to that determined from
the load-line displacement by adopting a plastic-hinge opening model with a fixed
rotational center. However, Eq.(5.13) can be applied for a local description, too: COD
and ∆a are then local values measured at a given position along the crack front, and
COA is, thus, a measure of the local crack growth resistance. To describe the behavior
of the flat-fracture region Eq.(5.13) must be re-written as

COAflat =
dCODflat

d∆aM
≈

η

mσyb
Rsub. (5.14)

∆aM is the local crack extension in the mid-section. Inserting the data for the steel
V 720 (with m = 1.9 from Eq.(5.18)), the COA-estimate results COAflat = 1.0◦.

A series of low-magnification stereophotograms were taken from the mid-section re-
gion of specimen to determine COAflat experimentally. Again, both specimen halves
were analyzed. From the DEMs crack profiles were extracted, from which COD-
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∆a-curves and the crack opening angle could be measured. The measurement gave
COAflat = (1.4 ± 0.3) ◦. This is in reasonable agreement to the estimated value, es-
pecially when bearing in mind that the local COD-∆a-curve is bent and that only a
3 mm long region was analyzed. The curvature decreases with increasing ∆a. This
is because the local CTOD at the current tip displays a transition regime of declining
values before it reaches its steady-state value [5.1, 5.23, 5.55].

From the preceding paragraph it is learned that COA should be determined in the flat-
fracture region at a distance of at least 2 − 3 mm from the fatigue crack to compute
Rsub from Eq.(5.14). The total value of Rflat is got by adding Rsub and Rsurf . For tough
materials the error, which is made by neglecting the surface term, will be in the order
of a few percent, only.

5.6.4 The determination of the local fracture toughness

The new technique for fracture surface analysis is a perfect tool for determining the
local fracture properties of a material. The local fracture initiation toughness can be
measured in terms of the critical crack tip opening displacement, CODi, and the local
crack growth toughness can be measured in terms of the crack opening angle, COA.
Both CODi and COA increase near the side-surface. For example, in [5.29, 5.52]
the scatter and the variation of CODi along the crack front of a mild steel was stud-
ied. In [5.53] for the same steel the mid-section and side-surface COA-values were
determined 1. Surface and mid-section COA-measurements on aluminum alloys are
reported in [5.54]. Additional stereophotogrammetric studies for the two steels V 720
and A 905 are being undertaken presently.

To characterize the fracture properties of materials the characteristic CODi- and COA-
values for the flat-fracture and the slant-fracture regions can be sought, and for solving
the transferability problem the variation of these values along the crack front (and with
crack extension) can be analyzed. With Eq.(5.14) and Eq.(5.17) in Sec. 5.10, CODi

and COA can be transformed into the familiar Ji-and R-values.

To understand and to improve the fracture properties of two- or multi-phase materials,
the determination of local fracture properties will be even more important. There,
and in the field of microsystem technology, the new technique offers a vast variety
of possible applications. A first example was presented in [5.42]: The crack growth
resistance curves of the ferritic-austenitic steel A 905 shows a very strong influence
of the crack-plane orientation. Via stereophotogrammetric studies it was possible to
determine characteristic values for the fracture initiation toughness and to explain the
different shapes of the resistance curves.

1These COA-values were transformed in [5.53] to CTOA-values taken 0.1 mm behind the current
crack tip. The two CTOA-values (for the mid-section and the side-surface) were used subsequently to
control the crack extension in the numerical analysis. In both the experimental determination and the
application for controlling the crack growth in numerical studies, it is important to distinguish between
global COA and local, near-tip CTOA values, see Sec. 5.10. The relation between COA- and CTOA-
values was treated analytically in [5.10]. In the same paper, [5.10], a rule for estimating COA for various
specimen sizes is proposed.
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Tab. 5.4. The characteristic fracture energies determined on deeply notched CT specimens.
Material Ji Rsurf Rflat Rslant Wlat

[kJ/m2] [kJ/m2] [kJ/m2] [kJ/m2] [J ]
Steel V 720 65 20 280 1000 30
Steel A 905 190 ? 1000 – 45

5.7 Final Discussion and Summary

In this study the total plastic strain energy for fracturing plain-sided CT specimens
is separated into several components. The purpose of the separation is to find char-
acteristic fracture energies which can be used for the characterization of the crack
growth resistance of the material and for the prediction of the crack growth resistance
for other specimen geometries and sizes. For the two materials investigated, the solu-
tion annealed maraging steel V 720 and the nitrogen alloyed ferritic-austenitic duplex
steel A 905, the characteristic fracture energies are listed in Table 5.4. Ji gives the
commonly used fracture initiation toughness of the materials. Rflat describes the plas-
tic strain energy for forming a unit area of the flat-fracture mid-section region. Rflat

consists of a surface and a subsurface component. The surface component, Rsurf , is
the plastic strain energy to form the dimple structure of the fracture surface. Rslant

describes the plastic strain energy for forming a unit area of the slant-fracture near
side-surface regions. Wlat is the plastic strain energy for the lateral contraction and for
the blunting process at the side-surfaces.

Rflat is found by analyzing the crack growth resistance curves of a plain-sided and
a side-grooved specimen. The size of Wlat is estimated directly from the resistance
curve of the plain-sided specimen. A comparison of the behavior of specimens with
different thicknesses shows that Wlat remains constant as long as the two shear-lip
regions remain separated by a flat-fracture region. The analysis of a thin specimen,
where the two shear-lips merge into one slant-fracture surface, leads to the size of
Rslant.

The crucial point for the extraction of the characteristic fracture properties is the analy-
sis of total crack growth resistance curves (Rtot-∆a-curves) applying a single-specimen
technique.

It is demonstrated that the characteristic fracture energies of the flat-fracture regime
can be determined directly from the shape of the corresponding fracture surface re-
gions on both specimen halves. Ji can be determined by measuring the critical crack
tip opening displacement, CODi. The sub-surface component of Rflat = Rsurf + Rsub

can be evaluated from the crack opening angle, COA; the surface component is es-
timated via a model derived by Stüwe. A new system for the automatic analysis of
fracture surfaces from stereophotograms generates tridimensional models of the de-
picted regions consisting of 10 000 to 20 000 points. From these models the necessary
data for the evaluation of Rsurf and Rsub can be extracted.

For the steel V 720 all the characteristic fracture energy components could be deter-
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mined for four specimens with different thicknesses. The flat-fracture crack growth
resistance of this material is not very large, Rflat = 280 kJ/m2. Only a very small part,
Rsurf = 20 kJ/m2, is necessary to form the micro-ductile fracture surface. The same
Rsurf is found at the begin and near the end of the transition region, and even in the
fast-fracture region of a side-grooved specimen. The generation of a slant shear-lip
fracture surface needs much more energy: Rslant = 1000 kJ/m2. A large part of the
total crack growth resistance (22% to 61%) comes from lateral contraction and blunt-
ing at the side surfaces. It was found that the plastic work for the lateral contraction
and the blunting at the side-surfaces, Wlat, remains constant as long as the specimen is
thick enough, so that the shear-lip regions are separated by a flat-fracture region.

The steel A 905 has no shear-lips. Starting from a plateau-values of Rflat = 1000
kJ/m2, the flat-fracture crack growth resistance increases gradually towards the side-
surface. R as a function of the distance from the side surface can be determined by
stereophotogrammetric analyses. 22% of the total crack growth resistance comes from
lateral contraction and blunting at the side surfaces.

Except for one specimen, the sum of local energy terms
∑

Wpl,est, determined accord-
ing to the procedures described in this work, corresponds well with the experimentally
measured value Wpl,tot.

In this paper, two new techiques are applied to extract characteristic fracture energies
from experiments. To solve the transferability problem similar experiments should be
repeated, first, on CT- specimens with the same size but different ligament lengths,
second, on CT-specimens with different sizes and, third, on different specimen types
such as Center Cracked Tension (CCT-) or Double Edged Notched Tension (DENT-)
specimens.
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5.9 Some Remarks on the Reversibility of Fracture En-
ergies

In a fracture experiment external energy which is provided by the testing machine,
is transformed into elastic and plastic strain energy of the specimen and into surface
energy. Most of the plastic strain energy is dissipated; only a small fraction, say 5%,
is used to enhance the dislocation density in the plastic zone. This fraction of plastic
energy could be recovered by annealing, thus it is strictly speaking a reversible energy.
However, we have to treat it as a non-reversible energy when considering the energy
balance in a usual fracture experiment, unless the specimen is broken at such high
temperatures that the material may recover.

When plastic flow occurs at the crack tip some portion of the elastic strain energy
becomes non-reversible on unloading but remains as residual elastic energy, Wel,nr, in
the specimen. If the specimen bursted into thousands of tiny pieces during fracture this
energy would be reversible and would act as an additional driving force for fracture.

5.10 The Relation between R and COA

The relation between the total crack growth resistance, Rtot, and the slope of the J−∆a
curve was presented already in [5.8, 5.38]. The derivation shall be repeated here briefly.

Differentiation of the J-evaluation formula, Eq.(5.7), with respect to the crack exten-
sion leads to
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dJ

d(∆a)
=

η

bB

dU

d(∆a)
(5.15)

For small ∆a the error made by assuming that b and η remain constant is neglige-
able. After the plastic limit load has been reached the elastic strain energy remains
approximately constant, and dU = dWel + dWpl,tot ≈ dWpl,tot. Thus, Eq.(5.15) can
be extended to

dJ

d(∆a)
≈

η

bB

dWpl,tot

d(∆a)
=

η

b
Rtot, (5.16)

This relation holds for deeply notched bend and CT specimens.

To derive the relation between Rtot and the crack-opening angle we need the relation-
ship between the J-integral and the crack opening displacement,

J = mσy COD. (5.17)

It shall be remarked that in Eq.(5.17) COD denotes the crack opening displacement
at the position of the fatigue pre-crack (in contrary to the crack-tip opening displace-
ment, CTOD, at the current crack tip position). The factor m depends primarily on the
strain-hardening exponent of the material. For many materials, e.g. medium-strength
steels, m = 2 is a quite good approximation, but usually not for low-strength materials
with high strain-hardening exponent. It was demonstrated, [5.56], that Stüwe’s esti-
mate of the mean flow stress, Eq.(5.12), can be used to evaluate m from the tensile test
data,

m =
σu

σy

exp(n)

(1 + n)nn
. (5.18)

By differentiating Eq.(5.17) with respect to ∆a and substituting Eq.(5.16) we get

COA =
dCOD

d∆a
≈

η

mσyb
Rtot. (5.19)

COA is the crack opening angle measured at the initial tip position (in contrary to the
current tip value, CTOA).
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Abstract. Recent advances in the development of plasma etchers for sil-
icon brought machines to the market which are able to etch silicon with
high etch rates (> 5µm per min) at high anisotropy (taper of sidewalls
< 1.5◦). Micromachined silicon is therefore not only suitable for applica-
tions in micromechanics but it can also fill the gap which exists between
conventional macro-machining (milling, turning) with feature sizes usu-
ally > 1mm and micro electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) with feature
sizes < 100µm.

In this work micromachined silicon is used as a mold for electroplat-
ing copper and for hot-pressing silver tungsten. After removing the silicon,
the copper or silver-tungsten is used as electrode for electro discharge ma-
chining (EDM). Using these process steps nearly any conductive material
can be shaped, especially magnetic materials like amorphous metal which
are difficult or impossible to machine otherwise. The fabrication of the
electrodes is described as well as the influence of the electrode material on
the achieved quality of the final part.

6.1 Introduction

Electro discharge machining (EDM) is a widely used method for shaping conductive
materials. EDM removes material by creating controlled sparks between a shaped
electrode and an electrically conductive work piece. As part material is eroded, the
electrode is slowly lowered into the work piece, until the resulting cavity has the in-
verse shape of the electrode. Dielectric fluid is flushed into the gap between electrode
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and work piece to remove small particles created by the process and to avoid excessive
oxidation of part surface and electrode.

The applications of EDM lie mainly in the tooling industry where it is applied on ma-
terials which are too hard to be machined with conventional techniques like milling
or turning. The parts for these applications are usually larger than 1 mm, therefore
conventional methods can be applied for fabricating the electrodes. Due to the fact
that EDM can achieve very fine surface finishes, it has been tried to apply it for mi-
cromachining of conductive materials. For this purpose, copper electrodes obtained
by LIGA (Lithographie Galvanoformung Abformung) have been used as die-sinking
electrodes [6.1]. A related technique, wire electrodischarge grinding (WEDG) is also
capable of fabricating parts with feature sizes below 100µm [6.2, 6.3].

A few alternative methods exist for creating fine patterns in engineering materials.
Wire EDM moves a fine wire, which is used as electrode, through a sheet of part
material and moves it along a programmed path. It can reach excellent surface finish,
however, it is limited to parts with straight side walls. It can not create blind holes, and
requires highly accurate positioning equipment.

Laser cutting (ablation) has been adapted for micro machining. Instead of electrical
sparks, short laser pulses are used to selectively vaporize part material. This method
does not require shaped electrodes, but, just like wire EDM relies upon highly accurate
actuators to move the laser over the part surface. The laser pulse rate is substantially
lower than the spark pulse rate of micro-EDM machines, which makes the process
much slower.

The aim of this work is to show that the application of silicon micromachining in com-
bination with EDM can extend the range of feasible sizes of parts manufactured with
Shape Deposition Manufacturing (SDM) [6.4, 6.5] by at least one order of magnitude
into the mesoscopic range (part or feature size between 100µm and 1mm). For most
applications of SDM silicon itself is not a suitable material due to its low fracture
toughness and poor electrical and magnetic properties. In order to be able to use en-
gineering materials, silicon therefore serves as a mold for the following processing, in
this case as mold for EDM electrodes. The EDM electrodes are then used to shape
amorphous metal, a soft-magnetic material which is sufficiently conductive for being
shaped with EDM. Amorphous metal is delivered in the form of thin sheets (thickness
25µm) and it is difficult to process with conventional techniques.

Two ways to obtain EDM electrodes for mesoscopic structures are described in the
following sections. In Figure 6.1 the process steps necessary to get the final part are
depicted schematically. By electroplating copper into plasma-etched silicon with suf-
ficient conductivity, one can get a copper electrode which replicates the silicon mold.
The second way to fabricate mesoscopic electrodes is by hot-pressing of metal powder
into the silicon mold. Both alternatives are described.
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Plasma etching of
Silicon

Sputtering Cu
seed-layer

Sputtering W
barrier-layer

Hot pressing
silver-tungsten

Electroplating
of copper

Etching Si-mold
in KOH

EDMing of
workpiece

Figure 6.1: Process steps for the fabrication of plated and hot-pressed electrodes

6.2 Preparation of silicon molds

To keep the software interface for the fabrication of mesoscopic parts compatible with
the CAD (Computer Aided Design) software used in SDM, a software package was
developed to slice CAD models and translate the layer information into CIF (Cal-
tech Interchange Format) format, a widely used standard for the description of pho-
tolithography masks. Using these photomasks the Si-wafer (thickness between 100µm
and 500µm, and diameter 100mm) was patterned with photoresist (7µm thickness).
Highly-doped silicon in the (100) orientation with a resistivity of 0.001 Ωcm was used
in order to have a conductivity high enough for the following electroplating. The wafer
then was etched in a reactive ion etcher (STS Multiplex ICP Deep RIE ) with C4F8 as
etch gas and SF6 as passivation gas for the sidewalls. The etch rate was 4µm/min
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and the etch selectivity between resist and silicon better than 80:1. With these etching
parameters the taper of the sidewalls was less than 1.5◦. After dicing the wafer into
square pieces (20mm by 20mm), a thin layer of copper was sputtered as seed layer
for electroplating (see the next section) and a tungsten layer was sputtered as diffusion
barrier onto the wafer-pieces which were used for hot pressing. To promote the adhe-
sion between silicon and copper or tungsten, respectively, the silicon was first coated
with a thin (300nm) titanium layer. In Figure 6.2 a scanning electron micrograph of a
plasma etched silicon mold is shown.

Figure 6.2: Scanning electron micrograph of plasma-etched Si-mold.

6.3 Electroplating

Electroplating of microstructures is widely used in combination with optically or X-
ray patterned thick resist. In combination with silicon, electroplating has been used to
fabricate tools for injection molding and hot embossing [6.6]. For this work, copper
has been plated onto silicon molds in order to fabricate EDM electrodes. Due to its
high thermal conductivity, copper is widely used for spark erosion. Furthermore, it is
one of the materials which are relatively easy to electroplate.

After sputtering the seed layer onto the plasma-etched silicon-mold (Figure 6.2) and
removing a residual oxide layer with Metex-9268, these molds were put into an acid
copper electroplating solution. A pulse-reverse current source delivered the plating
current at a current density of 30mA/cm2. With these settings a deposition rate of
25µm/hr has been achieved.

After electroplating, the silicon was etched away in an aqeous solution of potassium
hydroxide at temperatures between 85◦C and 100◦C. In Figure 6.3 the final electro-
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plated part, obtained from the mold in Figure 6.2, is shown. The height of the structure
in Figure 6.3 is 250µm.

Figure 6.3: Scanning electron micrograph (full and detailed view) of electroplated
copper electrode.

6.4 Hot-pressing of metal powder

The ideal material for EDM electrodes are high melting-point materials like graphite
or tungsten. Both of them cannot be used in combination with silicon because their
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processing temperature lies above the melting point of silicon. But tungsten in combi-
nation with silver or copper has widely been used as contact material in applications
like electrical switches or rocket nozzles. In these materials the high melting point
of tungsten is combined with the excellent thermal conductivity of silver and copper.
It can therefore be expected to be a suitable material for EDM-electrodes. AgW and
CuW can either be processed by hot-pressing blended powder or by infiltrating a green
tungsten part with liquid silver or copper [6.7].
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Figure 6.4: Binary phase diagram for Si-Ag and Si-Cu from [6.10].
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When using these materials in combination with a silicon-mold, one has to consider the
phase diagrams of Si-Ag and Si-Cu, respectively. Silver as well as copper are known
to destroy electronic devices by diffusion into the bulk silicon. Recent advances in
diffusion barriers [6.8] allow the use of copper in integrated circuits, but especially at
elevated temperatures (> 750◦C) [6.9] these barrier layers tend to fail.

Figure 6.5: Scanning electron micrograph (full and detailed view) of hot-pressed
AgW electrode.

Since copper as well as silver form a low melting eutecticum [6.10] with silicon (see
Figure 6.4), infiltration of the green tungsten part with liquid silver or copper would
melt the silicon mold. Therefore only hot-pressing of blended powder is a viable way
to sinter EDM-electrodes from metal powders. For two reasons AgW is more suitable
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for this application than CuW: First, the eutectic temperature of Ag-Si (835◦C) is closer
to the melting point of silver (961◦C) than the eutectic temperature of Cu-Si (802◦C) is
to the melting point of copper (1084◦C). Hot-pressing of AgW can therefore be done
at temperatures significantly closer to the melting point, where silver is already very
soft.

Secondly, copper forms various alloys with silicon even at temperatures well below
the eutectic temperature (see Figure 6.4). Due to rapid diffusion of copper in silicon,
copper tends to form an alloy with the silicon of the mold during sintering and the
mold is destroyed. In contrast to copper, silver is nearly insoluble in solid silicon and
therefore does not penetrate the mold during hot-pressing.

All hot-pressing experiments where done with a conventional 10 tonne hot-press in a
graphite die at a temperature of 750◦C and pressures of 30MPa. The pressing time
was one hour. The powder was made of 33% (weight percent) tungsten and 67%
silver. Prior to pressing the powders were mixed in a steel viable with steel balls. The
viable was agitated in a Spex mill. The particle size of the powders used was between
1µm and 5µm. The final density of the AgW part was around 93% of the theoretical
full density. The powder replicates the mold sufficiently well, as can be seen from
Figure 6.5. The hot-pressing temperature and the applied pressure were low enough
to avoid plastic deformation of the silicon, which has been observed at temperatures
above 800◦C [6.11], [6.12].

6.5 Electro discharge machining

The above described electrodes where used fore EDMing commercially available sheets
of amorphous metal. Two different alloys (Metglass 2605Co from Allied Signal and
Vitrovac 6025 from VAC) were investigated, both materials yielded similar results. The
material was chosen because of its high magnetic permeability and saturation density.
It is supposed to be used for the stator of an electromagnetic motor.

For EDMing a Moldmaster M45-B machine was equipped with a current-reducing
head to decrease the spark energy. With an energy of 40 µJ/spark surfaces as shown in
Figure 6.6 are obtained.

The discharge energy of the individual sparks determines the resulting surface finish
and also the material removal rate. For rough machining of large tools discharge pulse
energies up to a few Joule can be used, whereas finishing operations require discharge
energies in the lower milli Joule level, with pulse repetition rates of a few kHz. With
a special adapter head we could reduce the discharge energy for our setup down to
40µJ . With special micro EDM controllers the discharge energy per pulse can be
reduced below one µJ , and much higher pulse repetition rates (several hundred kHz)
can be reached.

The depth of the remolten material (measured by optical microscopy of the EDMed
workpiece) is around 3µm. During the solidification of the remolten zone the amor-
phous structure of the material gets lost and is replaced by a thin crystalline layer. The
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surface finish is (depending on the spark energy and the control settings) between 2µm
and 5µm. These values can be considered sufficiently low for most applications of
mesoscopic devices.

Figure 6.6: Scanning electron micrograph (full and detailed view) of amorphous
metal EDMed with a plated copper electrode (top and middle). The bottom image
shows amorphous metal EDMed with an AgW-electrode
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The spark-gap width was found to be 30 ± 3µm. This value was measured by com-
paring the dimensions of the original electrode and the final workpiece using optical
microscopy. The best tolerances that could be achieved (using the lowest spark energy
of 40 µJ/spark)are therefore 3µm. By using an EDM machine especially dedicated to
micro-EDM even tighter tolerances could be achieved by decreasing the spark energy.
By increasing the spark frequency at the same time, machining times could be kept
constant.

The tolerances are slightly higher when using AgW-electrodes since the inhomoge-
neous distribution of pores leads to a less homogeneous electrode-wear. In contrast,
the surface finish of the parts eroded with AgW-electrodes was smoother than when
using Cu-electrodes. In Figure 6.6 two sheets of amorphous metal are shown which
have been eroded with copper as well as with silver-tungsten electrodes.

6.6 Conclusions

We have shown two ways to manufacture EDM-electrodes for mesoscopic parts. By
using silicon micromachining the feasible part size can be reduced by at least one or-
der of magnitude compared to conventional machining techniques. The electrodes are
either made by electroplating of copper or by hot-pressing of silver-tungsten powder.
Both methods yield electrodes with comparable properties for spark erosion. The elec-
trodes were used to shape amorphous metal, a material which is hard to machine with
conventional techniques.
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Abstract. In this work an approach for Rapid Prototypig and Manufactur-
ing of metallic as well as ceramic parts is presented. By using Mold Shape
Deposition Manufacturing (Mold SDM) a wax mold is fabricated which is
filled with a slurry containing the final part material in powder form. The
wax mold is manufactured by first decomposing the desired part geometry
into machinable compacts. In a next step the mold is built up in a series of
layers by machining either the wax or a sacrificial support material. The
surface quality of the final mold is only limited by the abilities of the CNC
machine.

After casting a ceramic or metallic slurry, the wax mold is removed
and the obtained green part debinded and sintered. In this work the me-
chanical and microstructural properties of the parts obtained by this method
are presented. The materials which have been investigated are silicon ni-
tride and stainless steels.

Due to the high mold quality the process is suitable for a variety of
applications in Rapid Prototyping and Manufacturing where parts made of
engineering materials are required.

7.1 Introduction

A wide variety of commercially available systems for Rapid Prototyping (RP) enables
the user to fabricate prototypes with almost any shape and in a large range of different
sizes. The focus of most of these systems, like stereolithography (SLA) and fused
deposition modeling (FDM), is to produce plastic prototypes with a high geometric
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quality. Most RP techniques put less emphasis on material issues, and if they do [7.1],
[7.2], it is not easy to switch between different materials. In this work we introduce an
approach where an RP wax mold is fabricated in a first step. In a second step the wax
mold is used to transfer the shape into the final part material. Mold SDM (Mold Shape
Deposition Manufacturing) [7.3] is used to fabricate the wax mold which is then filled
with a metallic or ceramic gelcasting slurry. The main focus of this investigation is on
parts made out of silicon nitride and stainless steel.

7.2 Mold SDM

Mold SDM [7.3] is an additive-subtractive layered manufacturing process for fabricat-
ing fugitive molds which can then be used to make parts using castable materials such
as ceramic gelcasting [7.4] [7.5] slurries and thermoset polymers [7.3]. Fig. 7.1 (a) is
an example process sequence for the fabrication of a simple part using Mold SDM.
Molds are currently fabricated from a variety of waxes. These are deposited by cast-
ing and are shaped by either 3- or 5-axis computer numerical control (CNC) milling.
The mold is constructed layer by layer in steps 1 through 8. Each step represents one
material deposition and shaping cycle. The support material is removed in step 9 and
the part material is cast in step 10. After removal of the mold in step 11 finishing oper-
ations, such as casting feature removal, are performed leaving the finished part in step
12. Processes such as sintering can be performed at any time after mold removal.

A typical cross section of a wax mold, which was made using Mold SDM, is shown in
Fig. 7.1 (b). The water soluble support material has already been etched out.

Two features of the Mold SDM process are advantageous for the fabrication of complex
structural ceramic components:

• all surfaces are either machined or replicated from machined surfaces resulting
in smooth accurate geometry, and

• the part material is cast monolithically so there will be no layer boundaries,
which are potential sources of defects, in the final part.

Both of these advantages are particularly important for flaw sensitive materials where
surface roughness and internal defects can significantly reduce the part strength. De-
fects in the mold can arise from incomplete bonding between wax layers, or foreign
particles or voids trapped at the layer boundaries.

7.3 Gelcasting

Gelcasting [7.4] is a molding technique for ceramic and metallic materials. The gel-
casting slurry is obtained by mixing the part material in powder form into a liquid
which consists of the following constituents: A solvent (either water or an organic sol-
vent), one or several types of monomers, an initiator and in some cases an accelerator.
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Figure 7.1: Processing steps for Mold SDM (a) and section of wax mold (b).

7.3.1 Slurries

For this investigation three different base formulations for slurries were used. A water
based formulation developed at Oak Ridge National Lab (ORNL) [7.4] and two sol-
vent based formulations from Advanced Ceramics Research (ACR, Tucson, AZ) and
SRI International (Menlo Park, CA), respectively. The solvent based formulations are
proprietary, whereas the water based formulation from ORNL is patented [7.6] and
published [7.7].

The water based formulation was mainly used in combination with metallic powders.
It can also be used for gelcasting of ceramics, but the interaction between water and the
large surface of the ceramic particles decreases the shelf life of the slurries. For ceramic
slurries the organic formulations are easier to use and give more easily reproducible
results.

The casting procedures are similar for all types of slurries: After agitating the slurries
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for several hours to obtain a homogenous mix, initiator and/or accelerator are added
to start the polymerization process. The slurry is then cast into an evacuated wax
mold where the polymerization process continues until the liquid slurry is completely
solidified. The wax is molten off to obtain the green part which is then debinded and
sintered.

Evacuation of the mold helps to avoid voids due to entrapped air and prohibits flaking
of the green part surface. Flaking occurs if the slurry gets into contact with oxygen
that can inhibit polymerization of the slurry. After drying, unpolymerized, “oxygen
contaminated” layers of slurry peel off and leave the green part damaged. Many com-
mercially available waxes contain antioxidants which can inhibit polymerization of the
slurry, too. It is therefore necessary to choose a wax without polymerization-inhibiting
additives. At the same time the wax must be machinable and the melting point should
be between 80◦C and 100◦C. If the melting point is much lower, the mold can melt
during gelling, if it is much higher the green part can be damaged during melting off
the wax mold. The waxes used in this work were supplied by Kindt-Collins (Cleve-
land, OH). For most parts a wax blend which was derived from Kindt-Collin’s Master
File-a-wax and Master Protowax gave good results. Both wax types were used without
antioxidants or coloring agents.

In general the ceramic slurries are less viscous at the same solid loading than the metal-
lic slurries. They are therefore easier to cast. Settling of the powder particles is also
more critical in the case of metallic slurries (due to the higher density of most met-
als). But with the right precautions (correct solid loading, fairly short gelling time) this
problem can be avoided, for metals too.

For the metallic slurries, gas atomized powder of a precipitation hardening steel (17-4
PH, composition see Tab. 7.3) was used. Two different types of slurries were prepared:
one with -20 micron powder and one with -44 micron powder, respectively. In both
cases similar solid loadings of around 50 vol% were achieved.

The ceramic slurries were composed of 88 weight% Si3N4, 9 weight% Y2O3 and 3 weight%
Al2O3. The fairly high content of oxide ceramics simplifies the sintering process. At
the same time the high oxide content will degrade the mechanical properties at ele-
vated temperatures [7.8]. To achieve a higher solid loading, a bimodal silicon nitride
powder with D50=0,5 µm and D50=0,7 µm was used. The overall solid loading for the
silicon nitride slurries was 52 vol%. The linear shrinkage during sintering is around
18% [7.5], and the tolerances due to irregular shrinkage can in most cases be kept at
variations lower than 1% of the final dimensions. An example of a green and sintered
ceramic turbine is shown in Fig. 7.2.

The metallic parts were debinded under nitrogen and further sintered in a mixture of
argon and hydrogen at temperatures up to 1250◦C . The ceramic parts were debinded
in air and sintered in nitrogen at 1750◦C.
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Figure 7.2: Green (a) and sintered (b) silicon nitride turbine.

7.3.2 Microstructure

Especially in the case of silicon nitride, the control of the microstructure is crucial for
the quality of the final part. Since for applications in Rapid Prototyping most surfaces
of the sintered part cannot be further machined or ground to get the net-shape, the
surface microstructure has to be considered in addition to the bulk microstructure. The
final surface roughness of the sintered part is determined by two factors: The original
particle size and the amount of grain growth of the β-needles which build up during
the α − β-phase transformation. By adjusting the sintering atmosphere in a way that
inhibits the grain growth on the surface, the surface roughness can be kept low. At
the same time the phase transformation can occur in the bulk material to achieve the
needle-like microstructure which determines the mechanical strength and toughness of
the material.

In Fig. 7.3 SEM (scanning electron microscopy) micrographs of the bulk and surface
microstructure are shown. The bulk microstructure, which was prepared by etching a
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10 mm
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(d)

10 mm

(b)

Figure 7.3: Microstructure of sintered silicon nitride in the bulk material (a) and on
the surface (b).

polished sample in liquid sodium hydroxide (Fig. 7.3(a)) shows the typical β-needles
in a glassy matrix. Due to the inhibited grain growth on the surface (Fig. 7.3(b)),
the individual powder particles sinter together to form a fairly smooth surface. The
root mean square (RMS) surface roughness of the final part is between 0.5 µm and
1.8 µm [7.5].

7.3.3 Micromachined molds

Progress in the field of macro-manufacturing (CNC machining, Rapid Prototyping, ..)
and micromachining (plasma etching , lithographic techniques) is beginning to close a
gap that used to be very large: The macro-world (part or feature size >1mm) usually
deals with a wide variety of materials in complex shapes whereas the micromachined
parts are made out of a limited number of materials (mostly originating from semicon-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.4: Sintered test structure (a) and green turbine wheel (b) made out of gel-
cast silicon nitride.

ductor processes) in fairly simple shapes. Since gelcasting can be used in combination
with macromachined as well as with micromachined molds, it is the ideal method to
transfer mold-shapes with a wide size-spectrum into a large number of engineering
materials [7.9].

Fig. 7.4 shows two parts obtained by gelcasting into a micro-mold (plasma etched sili-
con). After the slurry had solidified, the mold was removed chemically. The resulting
parts replicate the original patterns very well, and the surface smoothness is only lim-
ited by the size of the utilized powder particles (as can be seen in Fig. 7.4 (a)). Com-
pared to most conventional manufacturing techniques used for fabrication of microsys-
tems (lithography, plasma etching, electroplating), gelcasting expands the design space
due to its ability to fill molds of arbitrary shape, including undercut and non-prismatic
shapes. In this work, only simple molds with prismatic and non-undercut features are
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Tab. 7.1. Mechanical properties. The values for Si3N4 were measured in 4-point-bending. The value for
stainless steel is the tensile strength.

Material Strength Density
MPa %

Si3N4 unpolished 414 97
Si3N4 polished 950 97
Si3N4 gas press. sint., polished 983 99
17-4 PH stainless steel 900 95

Tab. 7.2. Influence of mold surface quality on the mechanical properties of Si3N4.
Sample slurry Average Strength Max. Strength

MPa MPa
polished ACR 930 1020
unpolished parallel scallops ACR 414 600
unpolished perpend. scallops 0.001mm ACR 406 500
unpolished perpend. scallops 0.005mm ACR 416 495
unpolished perpend. scallops 0.01mm ACR 288 360
unpolished perpend. scallops 0.1mm ACR 231 257
unpolished parallel scallops SRI 428 550

presented. To fabricate micro-molds with non-prismatic shapes and undercuts, con-
cepts like using water soluble support material, would need to be addressed in the
context of micromachining.

7.4 Mechanical properties

Since the slurries utilized for this work contain commercially available powders which
are sintered according to standard schedules, it can be expected that parts made by gel-
casting [7.10] have similar properties like parts fabricated by powder injection mold-
ing [7.11]. Table 7.1 gives a summary of the mechanical properties of 4-point-bend
samples (Si3N4) and tensile specimens (stainless steel). Due to the ductility of the
metallic samples and the brittleness of ceramic samples , the specific surface condi-
tion of the tested sample is less critical for metallic specimens than it is for ceramic
samples.

In order to get a more complete description of the behavior of ceramic samples, Si3N4-
beams were tested in the polished and unpolished state (see Table 7.1). All Si3N4-
samples were sintered at 1750◦C in nitrogen atmosphere. As expected, the polished
and gas pressure sintered samples yield the highest strength. All polished samples, in-
dependent of the sintering conditions, are stronger than the unpolished samples. Varia-
tions of the surface condition (surface roughness, surface microstructure) are therefore
more relevant for the overall strength than variations in the bulk structure.

To quantify the influence of the surface roughness, several samples with defined grooves
on the surface have been prepared. By machining scallops of defined height into the
wax molds, the surface roughness of the final beam can be adjusted. The scallops
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were machined parallel or vertical, respectively, to the load line of the beam. Table 7.2
summarizes these results. The beams with the highest average strength are those with
parallel scallops. The perpendicular scallops serve as notch and therefore decrease, as
expected, the strength. The larger the scallop height, the more the strength decreases.
But even the beams with parallel scallops have a significantly lower strength than pol-
ished beams. Two types of gels were used for this test, most beams were fabricated
using the ACR gel. A second batch of beams, prepared using SRI gel, showed similar
results (Table 7.2).

We can therefore conclude that two parameters in addition to the bulk properties deter-
mine the final mechanical properties of silicon nitride samples:

• The surface quality of the mold is transferred into the final part. The higher this
surface roughness, the lower the final mechanical strength. The defects in the
mold surface can cause notches which lead to stress concentrations in the final
part. Depending on the applied load, these stress concentrations decrease the
strength.

• Even in the case of a perfectly smooth mold surface, the difference between bulk
microstructure and surface microstructure has to be considered when describing
the mechanical properties of silicon nitride parts. The highest strength that could
be achieved with unpolished samples (Table 7.2) is around 600 MPa, well below
the 1020 MPa maximum strength of polished samples.

50mm

Figure 7.5: Sintered stainless steel impeller (left) and polyurethane impeller (right).
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Tab. 7.3. Chemical composition of 17-4PH stainless steel.
Element C Ni Cr Mo Si Mn
Weight % 0.04 4.21 16.06 0.01 0.41 0.11

Cu S Nb O P Fe
3.73 0.01 0.26 0.54 0.01 BAL

7.5 Conclusion

Gelcasting in combination with Mold SDM is capable of producing parts with complex
shapes and well defined microstructural and mechanical properties. By using gelcast-
ing very small parts with fine features can be fabricated (see Fig. 7.4) as well as fairly
large parts (Fig. 7.5). Due to the decomposition into machinable compacts, almost any
engineering design can be manufactured using Mold SDM. In combination with gel-
casting, a wide variety of materials is available. In this work it could be shown that
gelcasting offers viable routes for fabricating stainless steel and silicon nitride parts.

The mechanical and microstructural properties of these parts are comparable to those
obtained by conventional manufacturing techniques. The materials used for Mold SDM
(waxes, water soluble support material) are fully compatible with gelcasting and the
combination of these two techniques opens new routes for the short-term fabrication
of prototypes and small-scale production quantities of metallic and ceramic parts.
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Abstract. Cellular solids are promising low-density materials and many
natural material-structures, such as wood or bone, are based on cellular
designs. Their microarchitecture is one of the determining factors for the
mechanical behaviour, in addition to the apparent density and the prop-
erties of the bulk material. To assess the influence of different periodic
microarchitectures independently from the other factors, rapid prototyp-
ing was used to fabricate solids with identical bulk material properties and
apparent density. The structures were designed with a standard computer
aided design software and fabricated using selective laser sintering. They
were tested under compression to determine the stiffness, the maximum
stress and the energy absorption efficiency, as measures for the strength
and the defect tolerance of the structures. It is shown that the design of
the elementary cell can account for variations by almost a factor of three
in strength and, independently, in defect tolerance.

8.1 Introduction

Cellular materials are an extremely attractive option to produce stiff materials with low
weight. Polymeric [8.1], [8.2], ceramic [8.3] [8.4] or metallic [8.1], [8.5], [8.6] foams
are used or considered for a variety of applications ranging from light weight struc-
tures to packaging, insulation or crash protection. Nature is using cellular materials to
build plant bodies or skeletons, where mechanical support has to be achieved with the
smallest amount of material to be synthesized. Hence, wood and cancellous bone are
typical examples of cellular materials [8.1].

From a mechanical viewpoint, the primary quantity controlling the properties is the
apparent density ρ∗

ρS
where ρ∗ is the density of the cellular material and ρS the density
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of the corresponding bulk. For three-dimensional elastic open-cell foams both the
elastic modulus E∗ and the failure stress under compression σ∗ scale with the square

of the apparent density: E∗

ES
= C1 ·

(
ρ∗

ρS

)2

with C1 ≈ 1 and σ∗

ES
= C4 ·

(
ρ∗

ρS

)2

with
C4 ≈ 0.05

Metallic open cell foams usually fail by plastic bending rather than elastic buckling
of the struts. In this case σ∗ scales with a different power of the apparent density
σ∗

pl

σs
= C5(

ρ∗

ρs
)

3

2 with C5 ≈ 0.3 [8.1] [8.7]. The apparent density is also the quantity
which is primarily considered as a measure to quantify osteoporosis , a wide-spread
disease associated with bone loss [8.8], [8.9].

However, for both - medical and engineering applications - it is clear that the apparent
density cannot account for all the mechanical effects in cellular materials. The simplest
example is the case of the honeycomb structure, where all properties are strongly di-

rection dependent. For instance, the in-plane elastic modulus scales with
(

ρ∗

ρS

)3

while

the out-of-plane stiffness is just linear in ρ∗

ρS
. This means that a change in topology at

given apparent density can lead to dramatic changes in mechanical properties. This is
also clear in the case of osteoporosis where it has long been recognized that the bone
density alone cannot fully explain the fracture incidence [8.10], [8.11]. Remarkably,
cancellous bone as found, for instance, in the vertebra is far from a random foam struc-
ture. As one can see in fig. 8.1, the struts between the pores (called trabeculae) are
oriented predominantly horizontally and vertically, that is along the principle stress
direction. This effect is sometimes called Wolff-Roux law [8.12], [8.13].

Figure 8.1: vertical cross-section through a vertebral body from a 8 years old hu-
man. (black = bone, white = bone marrow) [8.14]

A large effort has been devoted in former years to validate the dependency of mechan-
ical parameters on apparent density in a wide range of materials, including technical
foams, as well as biological tissues. Nowadays research concentrates on the other pa-
rameters of influence, too. The dependency of the compressive properties of open cell
aluminium foam on the cell morphology can be found in [8.7], size effects are dis-
cussed in [8.15], the effects of the cell wall microstructure is investigated in [8.16] and
in [8.17] the influence of wavy imperfections in the cell walls is to be found, just to
give some examples.

Moreover, a considerable literature exists on models and computer methods to predict
these dependences: Effects of cell irregularity on the elastic properties are modelled in
[8.18], metallic foams are compared with soap foams with different unit cells in [8.19],
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and in [8.20] the implication of cell face curvature on the stiffness and strength of metal
foams is investigated. In [8.21] the topological parameters such as the connectivity of
the struts are shown to be important for the stability and the failure mechanism of
cellular solids.

8.2 Motivation

All these arguments point towards the fact that the mechanical properties of cellular
materials with a given density can be optimized by changing the internal architecture.
There is, however, no systematic experimental investigation on the limits in which vari-
ations of mechanical parameters by variation of the internal architecture are possible
at given apparent density.

In the present paper we explore this question by an experimental approach in which
cellular structures are designed on a computer, built as polymer structures by a rapid
prototyping (RP) procedure and finally tested for stiffness and for failure properties.
While for small to intermediate deformations the mechanical behaviour can be pre-
dicted well, e.g. by finite element methods [8.22], for larger deformations, where non-
linearities play a dominant role, however, computational simulation becomes a quite
demanding task [8.23]. Taking the topology of the interior of a vertebra as a start-
ing point, we consider three-dimensional open cellular structures with cubic symmetry
modified so as to have struts (or trabeculae) loaded predominantly in compression or
in bending. We show that, even at constant apparent density, the failure stress corre-
lates linearly with the stiffness for all structures, while the failure stress and the energy
absorption efficiency can be varied independently by about a factor of three just by
changing the architecture.

8.3 Experimental Method

The structures depicted in Fig. 8.2 were designed using the computer aided design
(CAD) package ProEngineer. Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) was chosen as manufac-
turing process for the fabrication of the structures. The SLS process uses a laser beam
to selectively sinter polymeric powder particles.

The CAD model is decomposed into thin layers - complying with layers of powder
particles in the SLS reaction chamber. Each powder layer is scanned with a laser beam
in order to selectively fuse the particles as required by the geometric input. After one
layer has been finished, another powder layer is deposited and the process is repeated.
After building the structures by the SLS process, the unsintered supporting powder was
brushed off to obtain the final part.

Three types of structures were built. The struts of the first one are arranged in a way
that leads to bending when loaded, which should result in a high energy absorption
efficiency (Gibson-Ashby-structure, compare Fig. 8.2). The second type includes two
simple cubic structures (sc and tsc in Fig. 8.2), whose struts are mainly oriented in load-
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Simple cubic (sc)

Gibson−Ashby (G−A)

Body centered cubic (bcc)

Reinforced bcc (rbcc)

Translated simple cubic (tsc)

Figure 8.2: unit cells of the five structures used for mechanical testing. The trans-
lated simple cubic and the simple cubic structure are based on the same unit cell. All
other structures (bcc, rbcc, G-A) are just based on the repetition of the unit cell.

ing direction, to provide high stiffness. The third type consists of body centred cubic
structures. The high amount of knots and diagonal bracing results in high connectivity
and, according to [21] high stiffness and strength (bcc and rbcc in Fig. 8.2).

All structures were built out of the same material (polyamide), they were designed
to have the same apparent density ( ρ∗

ρS
= 0, 175) and outer dimensions (5x5x5 cm3,

corresponding to approximately 7x7x7 unit cells for all structures, compare [8.15]).
For this reason, we expect to rule out all influences on the mechanical properties except
the cellular architecture.

Before compression testing, the RP parts were mounted between two parallel steel
plates. Using a Zwick universal tensile test machine, the samples were loaded in com-
pression and stress and strain were recorded. Typically five tests with a strain rate of
5 mm per minute were performed with each type of struture. In oder to determine the
bulk material properties, individual struts were tested under compression and the value
for ES was determined to be ES = 2.5 ± 0.3 GPa.

The results of the compression tests were analysed to gain three parameters: The max-
imum stress was defined as the maximum force divided by the footprint of the struc-
tures (σ∗). The stiffness was defined as the slope of the stress-strain-curve in the initial
linear range (E∗). The energy absorption efficiency (EAE∗) was calculated as the
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ratio between the rectangle in Fig. 8.3 (sc) and the respective area under the stress-
strain-curve. The area of the rectangle corresponds to the energy absorption of an ideal
plastic material. The cut-off value for the strain delimiting the above two areas was
determined by the complete collapse of one layer and the onset of the collapse of the
next layer [8.24].
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Figure 8.3: stress strain curves and pictures of the deformed structures

Fig. 8.3 shows typical stress-strain curves for the five structures. Clearly σ∗ and E∗

were smallest for the G-A-structure. The maximum of the curve, that is σ∗, was largest
for the tsc and rbcc structures. The maximum stiffness was found for the tsc and the sc
structures, followed by the rbcc structure. The EAE∗ is highest, at about 0.75 for the
G-A-structure, the bcc and the rbcc structure.

It is no surprise that the G-A-structure has the lowest σ∗ and E∗, since all struts are
loaded in bending rather than compression. It fails by the bending and breaking of
struts oriented perpendicular to the load diretion. At the beginning of failure, individual
struts break at random positions within the structure, until the damage is localized
within one single ”layer”.

The simple cubic structure (sc structure) fails by collective buckling of the vertical
struts in one layer oriented perpendicular to the load direction. The struts are breaking
at the knots (see fig. 8.3). The collapse of one layer reduces the force for further
compression to almost zero. After densification of the layer, the force rises again until
the struts of another layer start to bend, as already seen in previous work [8.2].

In order to decrease the effective length of the vertical struts, a translated simple cubic
structure (tsc structure) was designed. In the tsc structure, the struts in load direction
were kept unchanged compared to the simple cubic structure. But neighbouring unit
cells were translated vertically by half the ”lattice constant”. As can be seen from Fig.
8.4, this decreases the localisation of deformation and failure occurs at larger loads.

A body centered cubic structure was obtained by reinforcing the simple cubic structure
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Figure 8.4: Energy absorption efficiency and strength versus stiffness. The straight
lines in the upper diagram are just guides to the eye, in the lower diagram, the line is
a least square fit to the data, forced to go through the origin.

with diagonal struts. In order to keep the apparent density of the structure constant,
the diameter of the bcc-struts has to be smaller than the diameter of the tsc- and sc-
struts. The decreased crossection leads to a weakening of the structure, whereas the
stabilization through the diagonal bracing strengthens the structure. The bcc structure
fails by bending and breaking of struts within a shear plane oriented in 45◦ to the load
direction, which accords to the [110] plane in cubic crystals.

The reinforced body centered cubic structure (rbcc) has additional vertical and hori-
zontal struts (Fig. 8.2) and a larger overall crossection of struts aligned with the load
direction. However, each individual strut is even thinner than in the bcc structure. This
structure fails in a way similar to the bcc structure, within a ”shear plane”, oriented
≈ 60◦ to the load direction, in this case.

Fig. 8.4 summarizes the results of mechanical testing. As one can see in the upper
part of the figure, it was possible to design structures with more or less constant energy
absorption efficiency, whose stiffnesses vary by a factor of three. On the other hand,
structures with almost constant stiffness and an EAE∗ ranging between 0.3 and 0.7
were also built. This shows the potential of architectural design and the necessity to
take this into account when working with cellular materials, both in engineering and
in biomedical research.

From the bottom diagram in Fig. 8.4 it can be seen that there is a roughly linear
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correlation between stiffness and strength. This is in agreement with the predictions
for open-cell foams mentioned in the introduction, namely that σ∗

E∗
= C4

C1

= constant.
Interestingly, the ratio σ∗

E∗
was predicted to be constant for varying apparent densities

in random foams. We have shown here, that a similar relation describes the behaviour
of a number of structures with the same apparent density but different architectures.
The slope of the straight line is ≈ 0.035 (rather than 0.05 which corresponds to the
ratio σ∗

E∗
for the G-A-structure). The largest deviation from this behaviour is observed

for the sc structure.

8.4 Discussion

Foams and regular lattice structures have been extensively studied in the past to im-
prove the understanding of their mechanical properties. For load-bearing applications,
such as a vertebra in the case of the human skeleton for example, two properties are
of utmost importance. First, sufficient strength is necessary to prevent collapse of the
structure. Second, when the load reaches critical values, catastrophic failure is to be
avoided. Hence, some defect tolerance of the structure is required. We use the EAE∗

as a rough measure for the defect tolerance. Indeed, a structure with a plateau in
its stress-strain-curve has a high EAE∗. Such structures have to be relatively defect
tolerant, since the formation of defects in the compression process does not lead to sig-
nificant reduction of the deformation stress. The highest values for both, EAE∗ and
strength, are obtained for the rbcc and the tsc structure. Obviously, these two solutions
are very different. The rbcc structure with its diagonal struts resembles a typical tech-
nical solution, while the tsc structure reminds the interior of vertebra (Fig. 8.1). At this
stage, it is not possible to say why nature did not adopt the philosophy to use diagonal
struts; this may be due to biological rather than mechanical constraints [8.19].

An important geometric parameter for defining the stiffness (and strength) of a cellular
structure with given density is the connectivity [8.21]. This parameter describes the
number of struts meeting in each node and it has been shown that all possible modes of
deformation of the structure lead to tensile/compressive deformation (rather than bend-
ing) of the struts, if the connectivity is greater or equal 12. It is interesting to note that
only one of our structures has a connectivity larger than 12 (rbcc with a connectivity
of 14). Nevertheless, in our case, the struts are loaded in compression for all structures
except the G-A structure, where the struts are deformed by bending. The reason is
that column- like struts crossing the whole structure are parallel to the load direction
and take up most of the deformation. This suggests that a vertebra does not neces-
sarily need a connectivity larger than 12 in order to reach mostly tensile/compressive
deformation in the struts, because of the typical load pattern.

In addition, the stiffness is primarily affected by number and the thickness of the
columns in the load direction. Of course, diagonal struts will also contribute though to
a minor degree. The total cross-section of vertical columns increases from bcc to rbcc,
tsc and sc, which indeed roughly correlates with increasing stiffness of the structures.

Moreover, buckling of these columns will have a major influence on the strength of the
structures. This is influenced by the effective length of the columns, that is, the distance
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between two nodes. The tsc structure which was derived from the sc by reducing the
effective length by a factor 2 showed a considerable increase in strength at almost
identical stiffness. Moreover, the localisation of deformation in special shear planes
(the horizontal plane for sc and the face diagonal for bcc) further reduces the strength
of the structures and - at the same time - their energy absorption efficiency. Indeed,
the structures with the best performance (tsc and rbcc) showed the least localization of
deformation.

In summary, the present work has shown that strength, stiffness and energy absorption
efficiency of structures with constant apparent density can be varied independently by
variation of the microarchitecture. Strength and stiffness correlate with each other not
only for varying apparent density but also for varying microarchitecture. The potential
of microarchitectural design is huge and not nearly tapped.
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Abstract. Rapid Prototyping (RP) is a suitable manufacturing method for
fabricating structures with high geometric complexity and heavily undercut
features. A special class of such structures which cannot easily be fabri-
cated with traditional manufacturing methods are cellular materials [9.1].

Rapid prototyping allows the fabrication of cellular materials on a
similar size scale like in natural material-structures (e.g. trabecular bone).
By using appropriate moulding techniques, these structures can be fabri-
cated out of a wide variety of materials (polymers, ceramics, composites).
In this work, several RP techniques are investigated regarding their suit-
ability for the fabrication of cellular solids. The main focus is on using dig-
ital light processing (DLP, a variant of stereolithography) in combination
with gelcasting [9.2] as a moulding technique. Besides using commercial
light-sensitive resins, a class of newly developed water soluble resins has
been evaluated regarding its usability as sacrificial mould material. These
water soluble resins are compatible with a wide range of moulding tech-
niques and therefore offer new routes for the fabrication of complex shapes
out of more advanced materials than it is possible with currently used man-
ufacturing techniques.

9.1 Introduction

Rapid Prototyping (RP) has become a widely used tool for the fabrication and evalua-
tion of physical prototypes during the product development cycle. RP is used since it
can produce prototypes with arbitrary shapes quickly and at lower cost than traditional
prototyping techniques. Recently RP has also been investigated regarding its ability to
replace traditional mass manufacturing processes in applications where only one or a
small number of individually shaped parts is required.
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Tab. 9.1. Comparison of various RP processes.

technical
principle

build speed feature
resolution

compatibility
with

moulding
techniques

ability to
shape

undercut
features

selective laser
sintering

laser
sintering of

powder
particles

++ + + +++

fused
deposition
modelling

extrusion
of thermo-

plastics
+ - + ++

wax inkjetting
inkjetting

wax
droplets

- ++ ++ ++

stereolitho-
graphy (digital
light
projection)

photopoly-
merization ++ +++ + ++

Especially for biomedical applications parts have to be shaped individually, and RP
has for instance been considered for shaping cellular structures which later on serve as
scaffolds for tissue engineering [9.3–9.7]. If RP processes are to be used for such an
application, several issues have to be considered:

• The process must be able to achieve the necessary feature resolution. In the
case of cellular materials for biomedical applications the required cell size will
typically range from 20µm to 500µm.

• Since most RP processes cannot shape advanced materials directly, the desired
target material has to be moulded from a RP part. The mould material must
be chemically compatible with the utilized part material and the mould must be
easy to remove in order to obtain the final part.

• Cellular materials exhibit a lot of undercut features and the used RP process must
be able to shape such features.

In Table 9.1, several RP processes are compared regarding the above mentioned issues.
Selective laser sintering (SLS) works with high build speeds and can easily shape un-
dercut feature, but is somewhat limited regarding the achievable minimum feature size.
Fused deposition modeling (FDM) extrudes wires with a thickness of around 0,25mm,
smaller features (which might be necessary for the envisaged application) are hard to
achieve. Wax inkjetting (e.g. the Modelmaker systems offered by Solidscape) uses
wax materials which are compatible with most moulding techniques. If a two mate-
rial system (support and build material) is used, overhanging structures can easily be
built. Furthermore a good feature resolution can be achieved. The main problem with
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these systems is the fact, that two-material systems use only one inkjetting-nozzle per
material, thus the build time for parts with complex shapes is extremely long. Stere-
olithography (SLA) offers excellent feature resolution and high build speed.

Most cellular structures (see Figure 9.1) can be shaped without using support structures
which have to be removed mechanically. Problems might occur if moulding techniques
are to be used which do not allow a thermal removal of the SLA mould, since commer-
cially available SLA-resins are heavily cross-linked and therefore insoluble in most
solvents.

Figure 9.1: Cellular structures fabricated by digital light projection (left) and work-
ing principle (right) of the utilized machine.

9.2 Moulding techniques

Nevertheless, SLA seems to fulfil most of the criteria defined in Table 9.1, and there-
fore SLA and its variant digital light projection (DLP) are used in the following as
primary shaping process (see Figure 9.1). Using the DLP moulds depicted in Figure
2, it is possible to fabricate ceramic parts using gelcasting. For this process the poly-
meric mould is filled with a ceramic slurry. The slurry contains monomers which start
to polymerise after an initiator has been added. The slurry solidifies and the mould
can be removed by thermal decomposition in order to obtain a ceramic green/brown
part. After sintering, the final ceramic part is obtained (see Figure 9.2, right image).
DLP (respectively SLA) is therefore a suitable method for the fabrication of cellular
structure out of bioceramic materials. Nevertheless, the hydroxyapatite (HAP) struc-
tures shown in Figure 9.2 are not ideal for various biomedical applications due to two
reasons:

• The HAP material is very brittle and mechanically weak. Therefore such struc-
tures are not suitable in applications where the structure is exposed to mechanical
loads.
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• During sintering, the HAP bioceramic will loose water and carbon dioxide. This
change in chemical composition affects the bioresorbability of the material. Ide-
ally, a fully bioresorbable HAP should not be exposed to temperatures that will
lead to changes in the chemical composition.

Figure 9.2: Mould together with gelcast HAP structures (left). Detail of sintered
HAP structure (right).

9.3 Sacrificial photopolymers

In order to enable the fabrication of cellular structures out of advanced biomaterials
using DLP moulds, a new route is proposed which is based on using soluble pho-
topolymers. The basic principle of this technique is depicted in Figure 9.3: Using SLA
(or DLP) a polymeric mould is built out of a sacrificial mould material (steps 1-3).
The mould is then filled with the final part material (step 4). After the part material has
solidified, the sacrificial mould is dissolved in an appropriate solvent (e.g. water) in
order to obtain the final part. This type of process allows the fabrication of polymeric,
composite or ceramic cellular materials using widely available lithographic techniques
like SLA or DLP. Since commercially available resins are insoluble, this route is only
viable if new photosensitive resins can be developed

1 2 3 4

Final part material

Sacrificial mould material (water soluble)

5

Figure 9.3: Proposed strategy for building parts with sacrificial photopolymers.
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Water-soluble polymers [9.8] as sacrificial structures are easily accessible by pho-
topolymerization of a wide range of commercially available monomers such as acrylic
acid, methacrylic acid, acrylamide, dimethyl-acrylamide, dimethylaminoethyl methacry-
late, vinylpyrrolidone etc. Important criteria for the selection of a suitable resin formu-
lation are:

• Physical properties (solubility, viscosity) of the monomer

• Reactivity of the monomer

• Shrinkage during polymerization and

• Mechanical properties and solubility of the polymer.

Figure 9.4: Dissolution of test structure in alkaline solution (1n NaOH) at 50?C.

The investigated resins where made up by the following constituents in order to fulfill
the above requirements:

• Base monomer

• Co-monomer

• Filler

• Photoinitiator and

• Crosslinking agents.
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Figure 9.5: Cellular test structure made of water soluble photopolymer (left) to-
gether with moulded silicone structure (right).

Using these type of formulations, it is possible to fabricate structures with DLP which
are soluble enough to be dissolved in alkaline solutions at slightly elevated tempera-
tures (see Figure 9.4).

Several issues (see Table 9.2) have to be considered in order to find the optimal formu-
lation using the above mentioned constituents: The photoinitiator, which is responsi-
ble for the initiation of the polymerization process, has to produce radicals with high
efficiency and high reactivity towards unsaturated compounds. By photo-DSC experi-
ments, bisacylphosphine oxide (BPO) was found to fulfil these requirements. Besides
good solubility, the DLP process requires that the photoinitiator absorbs light in the
visible range of the spectrum.

To keep build times as short as possible, the base monomer should be highly reactive
as found for acrylate based monomers such as dimethyl-acrylamide (DMAA). In addi-
tion, the solubility of the polymer is of prime importance which is varied by the utilized
base monomer and the degree of cross-linking. Using anhydride based monomers such
as methacrylic acid anhydride (MAA), cross-links can be easily cleaved under alkaline
conditions. It has been found that these structural elements are essentially necessary
to obtain sufficient feature resolution due to limited radical diffusion. Especially at
the beginning of the polymerization process, the same effect is obtained by application
of fillers such as polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP). The higher the viscosity of the resin,
the less diffusion of radicals can occur and the more locally confined the photopoly-
merization will take place. Furthermore, the polymer has to be insoluble in its own
monomer. Otherwise exposed features will get dissolved and the accuracy of the pro-
cess decreases. Suitable comonomers as methacrylic acid (MA) reduce this unwanted
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Tab. 9.2. Properties of constituents.

Photoinitiator Base
monomer

Comonomer Filler Crosslinking
agent

BPO DMAA MA NVP MAA
P

OO
O

N

O

OH

O

N
O

n
O

O O

Reactivity
++ ++
excellent ad-
dition rates to
double bonds

acrylates
show highest
reactivity

Shrinkage ++

Solubility
++ ++ ++ - -
excellently
soluble

alkaline con-
ditions

excellently
soluble

alkaline con-
ditions neces-
sary

Mechanical
strength

++ ++
hydrogen
bonds

degree of
crosslinking

minimum feature
size

++ ++ ++ ++
photo bleach-
ing effect

monomer in-
soluble poly-
mer

viscosity of
the resin

limited radi-
cal diffusion

behaviour of base monomers like DMAA. The mechanical strength of the obtained
product is defined by the degree of cross-linking and the density of hydrogen bonds in
the solid polymer.

By fine-tuning these parameters, compositions can be obtained which allow the fab-
rication of soluble cellular structures (see Figure 9.5, left images). These structures
can serve as sacrificial moulds for various thermosetting polymers (e.g. silicone, Fig-
ure 9.5, right image) which can only be obtained by using a soluble mould material.
Using this route, it is therefore possible to fabricate parts with severe undercuts by
utilizing SLA moulds, and the accessible material spectrum can be expanded signifi-
cantly.

9.4 Conclusion

It could be shown that RP is a suitable method for manufacturing cellular structures
with defined internal and external geometries. Using commercially available pho-
topolymers it is possible to shape ceramic cellular structures using stereolithography
and appropriate moulding techniques. By developing sacrificial, water soluble pho-
topolymers further materials can be made accessible to fabrication techniques based
on stereolithography. The photopolymers developed for this work are suitable for
the fabrication of sacrificial cellular structures. By tuning the composition of these
photopolymers, solubility, feature resolution and mechanical properties can be varied
according to the requirements of the application.
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10 ABBREVIATIONS

3DP three dimensional printing
ABS acrylonitrile butadiene styrene
ACR Advanced Ceramics Research
ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials
CAD computer aided design
COA crack opening angle
COD crack opening displacemnet
CNC computer numerical control
CT compact tension
CTOA crack tip opening angle
CTOD crack tip opening displacemnet
DCB double cantilever beam
DEM digital elevation model
DLP digital light processing
DLS direct laser sintering
DNA deoxyribonucleic Acid
EBSD electron backscatter diffraction
EDM electro discharge machining
ESIS European Structural Integrity Society
FDM fused deposition modelling
gy general yielding
HA hydroxy apatite
LCD liquid crystal display
LIGA Lithographie Galvanoformung Abformung
LOM laminated object manufacturing
lsy large scale yielding
MEMS micro electro-mechanical systems
MJM multi jet modelling
OIM orientation imaging microscopy
PA polyamide
PCL poly(ε-caprolactone)
PDMS poly(dimethyl siloxane)
PE polyethylene
PET poly(ethylene terephtalate)
PLA polylactic acid
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PMMA poly (methylmathacrylate), plexiglass
PP polypropylene
PTFE poly(tetrafluoroethylene)
PVC poly(vinyl chloride)
RIE reactive ion etching
RM rapid manufacturing
RP rapid prototyping
SDM shape deposition manufacturing
SEM scanning electron microscope
SFF solid freeform fabrication
SL stereolithography
SLA stereolithography apparatus
SLM selective laser melting
SLS selective laser sintering
SRI Stanford Research Institute
ssy small scale yielding
TCP tricalcium phosphate
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3D printing, 30–31, 52
3D shaping, 15–41
3D-scanning, 2, 7–14

in fracture mechanics, 10
3DP, see 3D printing

ABS, 32
absorption, 23
amorphous metal, 89, 90
ASTM, 66
austenite, 65

batch rate, 40
biocompatible, 49, 50
biodegradable, 50
bioglass, 50
bioresorbable, 50
blunting, 59, 64, 68, 69, 73
bone, 48

cancellous, 113
buckling, 114
build speed, 39

capital cost, 41
cellular materials, 3, 47
cellular solids, 113
ceramics, 24, 35, 48–50

mechanical properties, 108
chitin, 50
chitosan, 50
chondrocytes, 51
COA, see crack opening angle
coalescence, 64
COD, see crack opening displacement
collagene, 50
compact, 35
composites, 48
confocal scanning microscopy, 7
copper, 92
cork, 48
corresponding fracture surfaces, 59, 63
cost estimate, 40

crack extension, 64, 66, 73
crack growth resistance, 59–61, 64, 73,

77
crack opening angle, 65, 80
crack opening displacement, 10, 80
crack tip, 62–64
crosslinking

agent, 129
CT specimen, 59, 61, 63, 65, 69, 82

diffusion, 95
digital elevation model, 9, 76, 77, 79
digital image analysis, 65
digital light processing, 19
digital mirror devices, 19
digital photogrammetry, 76
dimensional change, 28
dimethyl-acrylamide, 129
dimple, 10, 63, 64, 76

cross section, 76
double cantilever beam, 70
dynamic mask, 19

EDM, see electro discharge machining
elastic plastic, 62
elastomer, 32
electro discharge machining, 89
electroplating, 3, 89, 92
energy absorption efficiency, 118
energy dissipation rate, 59
ESIS, 66
eutecticum, 95
extrusion, 32

FDM, see fused deposition modeling
feature resolution, 24, 47
femtosecond laser, 22
ferite, 65
ferrite, 72
flaking, 104
flashing, 38
foam
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open cell, 114
foaming agent, 47
fracture energy, 10, 59–87
fracture initiation, 64, 65, 67
fracture surface, 59

corresponding, 77
fracture surface analysis, 72
fracture toughness, 10
fused deposition modeling, 31–32
fused deposition modelling, 48

Gaussian intensity profile, 22
gelcasting, 101–111
general yielding, 60
glass transition temperature, 25
green part, 101

heat tinted, 73
heat-tinted, 68
homologue point, 8
honeycomb, 114
hot-pressing, 89, 93
hydroxyapatite, 50

image processing, 2, 8
imperfection, 114
infiltration, 28
injection molding, 38
inkjet printing, 30
internal stress, 37
investment casting, 38

with stereolithography, 18

J-integral, 64, 66, 67, 70

laminated object manufacturing, 36
large-scale yielding, 60
laser sintering

direct, 28
layered manufacturing, 15
LIGA, 90
liquid crystal, 25
load line displacement, 69
localisation, 117

magnetic field, 25
material-structures, 48
MEMS, 18, 89
micro-stereolithography, 47
microstructure, 65

ceramic, 105
MJM, see multi jet modeling
mold

micromachined, 106
Mold SDM, 33, 101–111
molding, 37
moulding, 3
multi-specimen, 68, 71
multiple hierarchies, 47

optoelectronics, 47
Orientation image microscopy , 11
osteoblasts, 51
osteoporosis, 114
overhead, 40

PA, see polyamide
parallax, 8
parting line, 38
PET, see poly(ethylene terephtalate)
photoinitiator, 129
photonic crystals, 47
photopolymer

soluble, 129
photoresist, 91
PLA, see polylactic acid
plain sided, 72, 74
plain-sided, 59, 62, 67, 69
plasma etcher, 89
plasma etching, 106
plastic deformation, 10, 62, 77
plastic strain energy, 64
plastic zone, 60, 72
poly(ethylene terephtalate), 49
poly(p-dioxanone), 50
poly(tetrafluoroethylene), 49
polyamide, 49, 116
polyanhydride, 50
polycarbonate, 32
polyglycolide, 50
polylactic acid, 50
polymeric binder, 30
polymerization, 104

shrinkage, 129
polymers, 48
polypeptide, 50
powder

gas atomized, 104
PTFE, see poly(tetrafluoroethylene)
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QuickCast, 18

rapid manufacturing, 38, 101
cost model, 40

rapid prototyping, 101, 113
material cost, 39
of cellular materials, 47
processes, 3, 16
system cost, 39
system selection, 37
versus injection moding, 40

reactive ion etching, 91
resin

water soluble, 3
reverse engineering, 7
RM, see rapid manufacturing
Robocasting, 47
RP, see rapid prototyping

scaffold, 51
scallops, 109
scanning electron microscope, 65, 73,

76
scanning electron microscopy, 2, 7

stereoscopic, 7
scanning probe microscopy, 7
SDM, see shape deposition manufactur-

ing
selective laser sintering, 25–29, 48, 115

materials, 27
SEM, see scanning electron microscope
shape deposition manufacturing, 33
shear lip, 61, 64, 71–73, 83
side-grooved, 59, 62, 65, 68
silicon, 89
silicon nitride, 101
silicone, 49
singel specimen test, 66
sintering, 102
SLA, see stereolithography
SLS, see selective laser sintering
slurry

ceramic, 104
small scale yielding, 62
solid loading, 24
specimen thickness, 69
spongiosa, 51
stainless steel, 49
starch, 30

steel
bainitic, 63
duplex, 59, 65, 66, 77, 82
maraging, 59, 63, 65, 78, 82
mild, 72
precipitation hardening, 104
stainless, 101

stereolithography, 3, 15–25
borders, 16
ceramics, 24
elastomer, 24
hatches, 16
layer thickness, 15
liquid crystal, 25
materials, 23
microsystems, 18
molding, 17
pixel arrays, 19
principle, 17
secondary processes, 17
shrinkage, 18
spot size, 21
two-photon systems, 22

stereophotogram, 59, 65
stereophotogrammetry, 10, 76
strain hardening, 65
stretched zone, 72, 77
striation, 10
structural component, 60
support material, 31, 102
surface finish, 28, 37
surface quality, 38
surface roughness, 106
syringe, 49
system cost, 39
system selection, 37

thermal expansion, 25
thermo-mechanical properties, 25
Three-dimensional printing, see 3D print-

ing
titanium, 49, 52
tolerance range, 38
tooling, 3
topography, 2, 10, 61, 65, 76, 77
topology, 114
trabecular bone, 51
transferability, 60, 61, 83
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tricalcium phosphate, 50
turbine, 107
two-photon lithography, 22, 47

undercut, 47

vertebra, 51, 115
vertebral body replacement, 52
viscosity, 30
void, 64, 72, 77
void map, 77

wax, 101
water soluble, 31

white-light-interference microscopy, 7
Wolff-Roux-law, 114
wood, 48, 113

zirconia, 49
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